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Record check
Far from being in the fast lane to 
extinction, International Socialist 
Network members are “dancing”, 
according to the letter signed by 
several comrades in last week’s letters 
page (July 31). The comrades doth 
protest too much, methinks. Let’s dig 
out the Socialist Workers Party 2013 
split check list and have a run through, 
shall we?

A refusal to deal seriously with 
their own highly problematic political 
lineage, or the crippling disunity of the 
left, in favour of launching yet another 
sect? Check.

Like Minerva from the head of 
Jove, or Buddha emerging painlessly 
from the side of Brahmavati, the 
ISN declares itself to be yet another 
(drumroll, please) ‘network of 
activists’, who presumably just 
bumped into each other one day 
by accident. A political platform 
almost identical to Socialist Worker’s 
infamously minimalist ‘What we stand 
for’ column? Check (appendix I of the 
ISN’s third interminable bulletin).

A sudden awakening to the fact that 
we don’t live in the 1970s, and that 
“many of the basic building blocks 
of post-war working class power and 
working class strategy in the 20th 
century are in terminal decline”? 
Check. As the comrades have only 
recently emerged from SWP-land, 
where the workers’ state is always 
just around the corner, they could be 
excused for having only just noticed. 
But implying that Dan Harvey - or 
any of the Weekly Worker’s regular 
contributors - are ignorant of this 
decline is not a rebuttal which holds 
any water.

Despite this reality check, or 
perhaps because the real tasks seem 
insurmountable, the comrades seem 
determined to draw all the wrong 
lessons from the SWP crisis. By some 
sort of infant-bathing ju-jitsu, they 
are managing to throw out the baby 
of partyism and rigorous Marxist 
analysis, while simultaneously dousing 
themselves with the dirty bathwater 
of programmatic economism and 
bureaucratic centralism. If anything, the 
rhetoric of how society has changed is 
being used as cover while oozing to the 
right; although the ISN - like its older, 
but similarly sickly sibling, Counterfire 
- are really just following the SWP’s 
politics to their logical conclusion.

The comrades may be dancing, but 
we’ve heard this record enough times 
already.
Adam Jensen 
email

Crown agents
In a previous letter I said: “The 
British ruling class have billions to be 
protected. They have many ways to 
stir it up and much skill and practice 
from empire days. They have the 
secret role of the security services, 
the mouthpiece of the BBC and all the 
rightwing press. People like Jeremy 
Paxman and left unionists like George 
Galloway and Greg Philo may or may 
not be innocent dupes in this game” 
(June 12).

So the British ruling class have a 
“game” and unionists like Paxman, 
Galloway and Philo may or may not 
be innocent dupes. But Ian Donovan 
misquotes this to claim I am smearing 
them as “tools of MI5” or even 
“conscious agents” (Letters, July 31). 
I did not say what Ian claims. I have no 
way of knowing whether these dupes 
of the ruling class are “innocent” or, as 
Ian says, “tools of MI5” or “conscious 
agents”. If Ian has any facts they would 
be more useful than his moral outrage.

Ian misrepresents me in other 

ways. When he repeats the quote 
above he adds his own insert: “They 
[ie, the official ‘no’ campaign] have 
the secret role of the security services, 
the mouthpiece of the BBC and all the 
rightwing press ...” In fact I said “The 
British ruling class” and “They” refers 
to this class, not, as Ian claims, “the 
official ‘no’ campaign”.

I said MI5 is a political weapon of 
the British ruling class. MI5 promotes 
‘no’. Ian tries to avoid this. He implies 
that, except for a few pro-unionist 
renegades, they are no more than 
bureaucrats - neutrals or abstentionists 
- because they don’t want to take sides 
or don’t know which way to go. Sorry, 
Ian, they know exactly which side their 
bread is buttered on.

MI5 will be backing the ‘no’ 
campaign in multiple ways. We know 
there are paid crown agents (MI5 
and Special Branch) across the trade 
union and socialist movement. Unless 
we are crown agents ourselves, we do 
not know who or where they are. Yet 
we can predict that they will be active 
in all camps.

Crown agents will be promoting 
‘no’ in the Labour Party and trade 
union bureaucracy. In England, outside 
the Labour Party, for example in Left 
Unity, there is resistance to ‘no’. So 
they will encourage neutrality, sitting 
on the fence, etc. For the ruling class 
this is the second best option. MI5 will 
reason thus - if you can’t be ‘no’, at 
least have the decency to be neutral.

The aim of crown agents is to 
separate the working class in England 
from the militant anti-unionist 
socialists in Scotland. But, of course, 
they will also be amongst the ‘yes’ 
campaigners doing what they can to 
sabotage all efforts to spread the anti-
unionist message.

I alleged that it is in the interests 
of the British ruling class during the 
referendum campaign to promote the 
fear of anti-English racism in Scotland 
and England to do two things - frighten 
English people in Scotland to vote ‘no’ 
and divide the English and Scottish 
left.

Innocent dupes promote the British 
ruling class ‘no’ case, dressed up in 
‘Marxist’ or ‘socialist’ language. If 
these dupes are offended by this, then 
so be it. Perhaps Ian thinks I should be 
banned under the safe spaces policy! 
I am not “in a huff”. I am furious with 
those who are defending the anti-
democratic 1707 Act of Union and 
calling it ‘internationalism’. Marx 
and Lenin would be even more furious.
Steve Freeman
LU Scottish Republic Yes tendency 

Proxy nats
On July 31, I had the pleasure of 
listening to comrade Steve Freeman, 
who has recently been gracing the 
Weekly Worker letters pages on a 
regular basis in support of the left-
nationalist ‘yes’ campaign. He was 
addressing a meeting of Lewisham and 
Greenwich Left Unity, in what was 
supposed to be a debate between the 
‘yes’ and ‘no’ camps on the left. But 
unfortunately the branch was unable 
to find anyone in London who could 
speak for the ‘no’ - Workers Power 
stated that it had nobody available.

As a result, the meeting was rather 
one-sided: while I did my best to argue 
for a boycott, everyone else who spoke 
was for a ‘yes’. And I must say that, 
if this meeting is anything to go by, 
there has been a complete and utter 
capitulation to Scottish nationalism. 
As I pointed out, it is as though most 
comrades have now given up on the 
working class as an agent for change 
and have constituted themselves as 
proxy nationalists.

None more so than comrade Freeman 
himself. Unbelievably, he held up the 
statements of the Scottish National 
Party as examples of the progressive, 
democratic, popular movement that 

is sweeping Scotland. Did you know 
that the SNP has promised a “written 
constitution”, genuine democracy and 
self-determination, and the possibility 
of a “constituent assembly”, should 
Scotland eventually decide to ditch the 
monarchy?

Comrade Freeman was convinced 
that such a constituent assembly would 
boast a strong republican component 
- although he was forced to concede 
that the SNP’s current sycophantic 
adherence to the monarchy under 
“Her Majesty, the Queen” (to quote 
the declaration he read out) was a 
“contradiction”. You can say that 
again.

Amazingly, he denied that the 
‘yes’ campaign he supports had any 
connection to Scottish nationalism. 
No, it is all about “unionism vs anti-
unionism”. No doubt, had someone 
from the ‘no’ camp been present, 
they would have argued that it is 
really about ‘internationalism vs 
nationalism’, but both lines are equally 
absurd. The referendum is clearly a 
battle between British nationalism and 
Scottish nationalism - one comrade 
agreed with me on this, but said we 
should nevertheless side with the more 
progressive Scottish variant.

Along similar lines, comrade 
Freeman actually began his talk by 
comparing the Scottish movement 
for independence with the Palestinian 
struggle against Zionist oppression. 
That really takes the biscuit for 
absurdity. It seems to have escaped 
comrade Freeman’s attention that 
Scotland is not an oppressed nation 
- there are and always have been a 
comparatively huge number of Scots at 
the very top of the British ruling class, 
into which they are fully integrated.

But for comrade Freeman Scotland 
is in a “forced marriage”, thanks to 
the 1707 Act of Union, which he 
seems to “hate” as much as you 
could hate anything. Leaving aside 
the implication in this that both 
England and Scotland were actually 
nations capable of exercising self-
determination at the turn of the 18th 
century (they were not), 300 years later 
the Scots have regularly shown that 
they do not regard themselves as being 
in a union against their will through 
their support for British political 
parties and institutions. Perhaps if, 
as seems likely, there is a ‘no’ victory 
on September 18, even Steve will be 
forced to admit that the term “forced 
marriage” does not apply.

Other arguments included the 
notion that a ‘yes’ would be seen as 
anti-austerity and should therefore be 
supported as progressive; that with 
independence the Scottish working 
class would be better placed to “fight 
against its own bourgeoisie”; and, 
as claimed by comrade Freeman 
himself, a defeat for David Cameron 
might force his resignation and a crisis 
among the ruling class - what is bad 
for them must be good for us.

When I pointed out that if a 
meteorite struck the City of London 
that might be very damaging for 
British capital, but it would hardly 
constitute a progressive advance, 
comrade Freeman replied that the 
difference is that a ‘yes’ vote would 
result from a “mass movement”.

Yes, Steve, it is a mass movement 
for separatism, for Scottish nationalism 
- and you have fallen for it, hook, line 
and sinker.
Peter Manson
South London

Anti-Semitism
In his debate with Steve Freeman, 
Ian Donovan says, “I do not see how 
someone of English origin can be 
an anti-English racist any more than 
someone of Jewish origin can be an 
anti-Semite” (Letters, July 31). Anti-
English racism is not a phenomenon 
I recognise and if such sentiments are 

expressed then they are more likely 
than not to be a distorted and backward 
expression of anti-colonialism.

However the question of anti-
Semitism is quite different. First we 
have to recognise that, just as the 
identity of Jewish people has changed 
over the past centuries, so too has anti-
Semitism. In certain periods and in 
certain countries, like Poland and Spain 
of the 15th century, it represented a 
backward peasant reaction to the role of 
Jews as their oppressors (tax collectors, 
etc). Medieval anti-Semitism, however, 
had little or nothing in common with 
modern racial anti-Semitism.

Today what is termed ‘anti-
Semitism’ is also more likely than not to 
be a reaction to Israeli atrocities and the 
identification by Jewish communities 
with those actions. However racial 
anti-Semitism does exist, especially in 
eastern Europe (for example, Jobbik 
in Hungary and the Right Sector and 
Svoboda in Ukraine). Anti-Semitism 
thus is still an objective reality, albeit a 
marginal form of racism or prejudice. 
Today’s neo-Nazis overwhelmingly 
identify with Israel (Jobbik and 
Germany’s NPD are the only exceptions 
I know of). 

Zionism is the political ideology 
of Israeli settler-colonialism. It is 
quite capable of being an anti-Semitic 
movement by which I concretely mean 
that it aids and supports the anti-Semitic 
opponents of Jewish communities. This 
is not an academic point. In Ukraine 
Zionist and Israeli groups have openly 
worked with neo-Nazis in Svoboda and 
the Right Sector. Israel has refused to 
condemn the fact that Ukraine is the 
first European government to contain 
open neo-Nazis since 1945.

Experience shows that, if anti-
Semitism means anything, then Zionism 
is its Jewish twin. It not only accepts the 
parameters set by anti-Semites, but they 
form the kernel of Zionist ideology: viz 
that Jews are strangers in and do not 
belong in the countries they are citizens 
of. According to the founder of political 
Zionism, Theodor Herzl, anti-Semitism 
has something of the “divine will to 
good” in it. Without anti-Semitism 
there would be no Jewish immigrants 
in Israel.

It is therefore inevitable that such 
despicable behaviour finds an echo in 
Israel today. When on July 14 a small 
anti-war demonstration in Tel Aviv was 
attacked by Jewish fascists, some of 
the latter were sporting the slogans of 
European neo-Nazis (in particular the 
slogan, ‘Good night, left side’).

In Israel in 2007 an openly neo-
Nazi group was formed that attacked 
elderly and vulnerable Jews, including 
holocaust survivors and migrant Thai 
labourers. Police found an email on 
the computer of their leader, ‘Eli the 
Nazi’, saying: “I won’t have kids. My 
grandfather is half Yid, so that this piece 
of trash won’t have ancestors with even 
the smallest percent of Jewish blood.”

In another file, he was quoted as 
writing: “I will never give up. I was a 
Nazi and will remain a Nazi. I won’t 
rest until we kill them all.” Who could 
deny that they were anti-Semitic?

Ian Donovan knows that the ex-
Israeli Gilad Atzmon, who has flirted 
with holocaust denial, is an anti-Semite. 
What would he call this neo-Nazi group 
- who were admitted to Israel because 
they could trace a Jewish grandparent 
(the Nuremberg definition of a Jew), 
whilst, of course, the right of return 
to the Palestinians is denied - if not 
anti-Semitic?
Tony Greenstein
Brighton

Capitulations
The sordid history of electoral politics 
in the United States, especially 
in relation to the radical left, is 
grim. In recent years, comrades 
seeking to propose an authentic 
opposition to bourgeois politics 

have been consistently disheartened, 
as those claiming the mantle of 
the socialist tradition genuflect to 
either the Democratic Party, their 
environmentally friendly cousins in 
the Green Party or the plethora of 
populist candidates - all in the name 
of a rehashed lesser-evilism. The issue 
rarely becomes more complex than 
observing at what velocity their knees 
hit the floor before capitalist politicians.

But the fact that we are in the gutter 
does not mean we cannot look at the 
stars. And something certainly seemed 
to align with the election of Kshama 
Sawant to the Seattle city council in 
November 2013. Running as a member 
of Socialist Alternative, the Committee 
for a Workers’ International affiliate in 
the United States, Sawant built on the 
momentum of 2012, when she secured 
29% of the vote in her bid for a seat in 
the House of Representatives. A year 
later saw her defeat the Democratic city 
council incumbent, Richard Conlin.

While openly socialist candidates 
in the United States tend to rant and 
rave about the unprecedented success 
of achieving 1.6% of the vote, Sawant 
rode the wave of endorsements from 
union locals, the Seattle Green Party, 
city newspapers and figures such as 
Rage Against the Machine’s guitarist 
Tom Morello. Even a handful of Seattle 
Democratic Party groups saw the shift 
in the wind and lavished praise on 
Sawant. In the wake of her previous 
defeat and the coordinated crackdowns 
that dispersed Occupy encampments 
nationwide, SA called on radicals to 
“imagine 200 Occupy candidates”. This 
dream never materialised, but securing 
the first socialist to be elected in Seattle 
since the late 19th century certainly did.

Sawant’s victory would have 
been improbable at best, had she not 
capitalised upon the nationwide one-
day strikes by Wal-Mart and fast-food 
workers. The call for coordinated 
actions demanding a $15 per hour 
minimum wage followed soon 
thereafter and resonated in Seattle. The 
endorsement of The Stranger, Seattle’s 
second largest newspaper, certainly 
helped SA, as it mobilised volunteers 
to cover the city with posters and yard 
signs. The newspaper described her as 
“sharp as a tack and loud as an air horn”.

Early predictions suggested that 
Sawant would fight the good fight, 
as she had done in 2012. Even the 
initial results suggested Conlin would 
squeeze by and silence the third party 
opposition. But she grabbed a narrow 
lead and never looked back. Conlin was 
forced to concede to a self-proclaimed 
socialist.

Sawant’s call for a $15 hourly 
minimum wage in Seattle is actually in 
tune with the city’s Democratic mayor, 
Ed Murray. In collaboration with the 
labour bureaucrats Sawant helped 
pass a bill that led to a Seattle Times 
headline: ‘Mayor’s plan lifts minimum 
wage to $15 - eventually’. And that is 
precisely what the bill does - it seeks to 
implement the wage increase slowly and 
progressively, reaching the $15 target 
between 2017 and 2021. Nevertheless 
SA’s website was triumphant:

“Through her public position 
Kshama Sawant was able to counter 
the propaganda in the corporate media 
and expose big business’s attempts to 
water down $15 and hide behind the 
concerns of small business. Against the 
claims of some that electoral politics 
only serve to coopt genuine working 
class movements, we showed how 
elected office can be used to build and 
strengthen them. Socialist Alternative, 
together with 15 Now and labor, built 
enough pressure from below to force 
big business into conceding $15, an 
historic achievement.”

Hardly. SA took flak for refusing 
to pursue any meaningful measures to 
demand a stronger law, reducing the 
credibility of the name ‘$15 Now’ to 
rubble for anyone paying attention. One 
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CPGB podcasts
Every Monday we upload a podcast commenting on the current 
political situation. In addition, the site features voice files of public 
meetings and other events: http://cpgb.org.uk/home/podcasts. 

London Communist Forum
Sunday August 10, 5pm: Weekly political report from CPGB 
Provisional Central Committee, followed by open discussion and 
Capital reading group. Calthorpe Arms, 252 Grays Inn Road, London 
WC1. This meeting: Vol 1, appendix: ‘Results of the immediate 
process of production’ (continued).
Organised by CPGB: www.cpgb.org.uk.

Socialists and World War I
Every day, 11am to 5pm (ends Sunday August 20): Exhibition, 
SPGB head office, 52 Clapham High Street, London SW4.
Organised by Socialist Party of Great Britain:  
www.worldsocialism.org/spgb.

Stop Gaza slaughter
Saturday August 9, 12 noon: National demonstration. Assemble 
BBC, Portland Place, London W1 (nearest tube: Oxford Circus).
Organised by Palestine Solidarity Campaign:  
www.palestinecampaign.org.

Defend Palestinians
Sunday August 10, 1.30pm: March, human chain and rally, Leeds Art 
Gallery, The Headrow, Leeds LS1.
Organised by Palestine Solidarity Campaign: 
 www.palestinecampaign.org.

‘Gay sex and drugs’
Wednesday August 12, 6.30 pm: LGBT trade unionists meeting, Ron 
Todd House, 33-37 Moreland Street, London EC1.
Hosted by Unite London and Eastern Region LGBT Committee:
www.unitetheunion.org/unite-at-work/equalities/equalitiessectors/
lesbiangaybisexualandtrans.

Save the NHS
Wednesday August 13, 7.30pm: Benefit gig, Independent, 27-28 
Holmeside, Sunderland SR1. In aid of People’s March for the NHS. 
Performers include Tony Bengtsson, Steve Cooke and Icarus Williams.
Organised by Sunderland People’s Assembly:  
www.facebook.com/events/701206636582355.

People’s March for the NHS
Saturday August 16, 10am: Launch rally for People’s March for the 
NHS, Jarrow town hall car park, Grange Road, Jarrow NE32.
Organised by Northern TUC: mlowden@tuc.org.uk.

Deception in high places
Saturday August 16, 1pm: Book launch, Word Power, 43-45 West 
Nicolson Street, Edinburgh EH8. Nicholas Gilby discusses his new 
book A history of bribery in Britain’s arms trade (part of Edinburgh 
Book Fringe 2014).
Organised by Word Power: www.word-power.co.uk.

No to Nato
Saturday August 30, 1pm: Anti-imperialist protest, through central 
Newport. Assemble Civic Centre car park, Godfrey Road, for march 
to rally at Westgate Square. 
Sunday August 31, 10am: Counter-demonstration, County Hall, 
Atlantic Wharf, Cardiff CF10. Speakers include: Boris Kagarlitsky, 
Jeremy Corbyn, Lindsey German. 
Organised by Stop the War Coalition: www.stopwar.org.uk.

Austerity wrecks lives
Saturday September 6, 11am: Rally, Castlefield Arena, Liverpool 
Road, Manchester M3.
Organised by Unison: www.unisonnw.org/sat6sep.

Remember Featherstone Massacre
Saturday September 6, 2pm: Guided commemorative walk, from 
Bradley Arms, Willow Lane, North Featherstone.
Organised by Wakefield Socialist History Group: 
alanharperstewart@hotmail.co.uk.

Right to Remain
Saturday September 6, 12 noon to 5pm: Annual conference on 
immigrant rights, Praxis Community Projects, Pott Street, Bethnal 
Green, London E2.
Organised by Right to Remain: www.righttoremain.org.uk.

Diggers festival
Saturday September 13, 11am to 9.30pm: Annual celebration at the 
birthplace of Gerard Winstanley, The Wiend, Wigan WN1.
Organised by Wigan Diggers Festival: www.wigandiggersfestival.org.

War, peace and internationalism
Saturday September 13, 2pm: Rally, Brighthelm Centre, North 
Road, Brighton BN1. Speakers include with Jeremy Corbyn MP.
Organised by the Labour Representation Committee: http://l-r-c.org.
uk.

No glory
Saturday September 20, time tbc: Peace History Lecture, Friends 
Meeting House, 6 Mount Street, Manchester M2. Speaker: John 
Westmoreland. 
Organised by No Glory: www.noglory.org.

CPGB wills
Remember the CPGB and keep the struggle going. Put our party’s 
name and address, together with the amount you wish to leave, in 
your will. If you need further help, do not hesitate to contact us.

does not need to be an economist to 
know that $15 does not pay the rent - let 
alone cut it for a hyper-exploited class 
that deserves a world without economic 
bondage. Despite these obvious 
capitulations, Sawant’s organisation 
still seeks to contribute to “rebuilding 
the labor movement and creating a new 
mass party of and for the 99%”.

For those who consider the cohering 
of a real party that can challenge the 
system of capitalism and topple it 
more than a part-time hobby, these 
developments are not altogether 
surprising. Contrary to the plethora of 
coverage of the Seattle election, hailing 
it as some historic milestone, from both 
alternative and bourgeois press alike, 
the politics of Peter Taaffe’s CWI are 
relatively consistent with their past 
political heritage.

This is not the first time that the CWI 
has held some form of office. The group 
held executive positions in Liverpool 
during Margaret Thatcher’s anti-worker 
crusades in the early 1980s. At the time, 
it went by the name ‘Militant’ and 
declared: “Better to break the law than 
break the poor.” Taaffe’s group existed 
primarily as an appendage to the Labour 
Party and did not hesitate to boast about 
increasing the Labour vote in Liverpool 
for the 1987 elections. Taaffe states that 
during this period, “Militant showed the 
way in Liverpool.” However, by 1986, 
Labour was calling for a suspension of 
its Liverpool branch and sought to expel 
those members who were fomenting 
more radical views. 

This was in response to Liverpool 
city council, with strong Militant 
backing, passing what was seen as an 
impractical budget, where it was argued 
that the government should make up 
the deficit. Even an elementary Marxist 
understanding of the state posits 
the necessity of workers’ power, not 
merely taking hold of the capitalist 
state machinery. Much of these events 
encompassed the peak of Militant’s 
influence, as expulsions from the 
Labour Party would follow rapidly.

Formally, Militant’s heir, the 
Socialist Party in England and Wales, 
declares: “When faced with expulsion 
proceedings in 1982, Militant’s 
editorial board decided to challenge 
the national executive committee’s 
unconstitutional and undemocratic 
move in the courts.” Anyone with an 
iota of class-consciousness should 
realise the detriments of dragging the 
affairs of the workers’ movement into 
the bourgeois courts. Such an effort 
crosses a fundamental class line.

Furthermore, taking up executive 
positions in Liverpool merely led to 
the forefathers of the CWI overseeing 
attacks on workers and oppressed. This 

experience posits the urgent need for 
authentic communist principles.

And there is quite the imperative for 
Marxist probity in this terrain. Sawant, 
whether through intent or negligence, 
took the lessons of Militant’s tenure in 
Liverpool to heart. In Seattle, a city that 
witnesses some of the most grotesque 
and perpetual brutality by the police, 
the horrors led to the appointment of 
Kathleen O’Toole by mayor Murray as 
the new chief of police. Just as before, 
there is a fundamental class line to draw 
against the cops. However, the newly 
elected member of the city council 
hopped and skipped over this line by 
arguing: “What Seattle and other cities 
need is consent-based policing, where 
the police are genuinely accountable to 
the people.”

As if the armed fists of the capitalist 
state will suddenly be held accountable 
for their perversions of justice! The 
police serve a fundamental class role, 
but this has always been a tough pill to 
swallow for the CWI and SA, who see 
them as “workers in blue”. Numerous 
others on the reformist left have pointed 
out the flawed nature of the notion that 
the police are merely held back from 
aiding the proletarian struggle by their 
badges.

Sawant neglects all of this and 
defends the new police chief, since “she 
has expressed a commitment to really 
build a relationship with the community. 
She calls for a tiered approach for 
policing protests, in which riot gear 
police are used strategically, and 
only pulled out if they are absolutely 
necessary.” If only the cops would build 
deeper ties with our communities and 
use riot gear strategically, surely we 
would all make our way to a brighter 
tomorrow.

In contrast to such abject 
opportunism, Leon Trotsky stated in 
his History of the Russian Revolution: 
“The police are fierce, implacable, hated 
and hating foes. To win them over is out 
of the question. Beat them up and kill 
them. It is different with the soldiers: 
the crowd makes every effort to avoid 
hostile encounters with them; on the 
contrary, seeks ways to dispose them in 
its favour, convince, attract, fraternise, 
merge them in itself.”

Surely an organisation like SA 
would not perpetuate such illusions 
in a force that dispersed the Occupy 
movement it had held so dear as a 
landmark development.

A distinct thread can be drawn 
between Militant’s tenure in Liverpool, 
the CWI’s blatant reformism and the 
shortcomings of Sawant’s victory in 
Seattle. Thus, what is being drawn 
up is the framework of even deeper 
capitulations to capitalist ‘democracy’. 

Beneath the veneer of challenging the 
parties of Wall Street lie ready-made 
concessions to the state in the form of 
political surrender. To do battle with 
our class enemies is to construct a 
steeled Bolshevik party in opposition to 
capitalism, not one that hails the crumbs 
from the table as historic gains. 

In discussing the Transitional 
programme, Trotsky argued: “The 
reformists have a good smell for what 
the audience wants ... But that is not 
serious revolutionary activity. We must 
have the courage to be unpopular, to 
say, ‘You are fools’, ‘You are stupid’, 
‘They betray you’, and every once in a 
while with a scandal launch our ideas 
with passion.”

The CWI has certainly launched 
its ideas with passion. Tragically, its 
appetites lead it to slide backwards in 
capitulating to the system as is.
Cory Ansel
email

Democratic
Jon D White’s letter could have been 
written for Private Eye (July 31). 
Headed ‘No expulsions’, it accepts 
that the two London branches of the 
Socialist Party of Great Britain were 
indeed expelled, but claims this was 
not for political reasons. 

In order to demonstrate the 
democratic nature of his party, he 
advises us that the proscription on 
the use of the full SPGB name was 
removed in 2008, 17 years after the 
two branches were expelled. Oh well, 
that’s all right then.

So, why were the two branches 
expelled in 1991? For continuing to use 
the full name of the SPGB, I think you 
will find. Behind which was a political 
analysis that the Clapham SPGB had 
moved away from its own declaration 
of principles by, for example, supporting 
Solidarność in Poland and in adopting the 
anarchist position in relation to the state 
by calling for its immediate abolition.

And have the two branches and their 
members been readmitted to the SPGB? 
Of course not. Have those expulsions 
been formally revoked? I don’t think so.

So much for the ultra-liberal and 
democratic SPGB.
Andrew Northall
Kettering

Good issue
I thought Weekly Worker 1021 (July 
31) was a good issue. Topical (Gaza, 
Scots nats, Miliband) without being 
opportunist. Broad and challenging, 
not incestuous (‘left-village’), with 
room for more than the newsy 
(Mather, Macnair, Ford).
Mike Belbin
London

Fill in a standing order form 
(back page), donate via our 
website, or send cheques, 
payable to Weekly Worker

Valuable and provoking
Another good week for our annual fundraising drive. 

Mark Fischer reports
An encouraging message arrived 

this week from comrade RT, 
who doubled his £30 resubscription 
payment, adding the same amount 
again for our Summer Offensive. 
He writes: “I’d like to extend my 
thanks and gratitude to all involved 
in the publication of the Weekly 
Worker. Each week you publish a 
valuable and provoking journal of 
Marxist thought and discussion. I’ve 
always found the Weekly Worker to 
be consistently good - a tribute to all 
of you, who I’m sure have busy jobs 
of your own!”

Good to know the efforts of the 
Weekly Worker team are appreciated 
so much. This week, we have sent 
out several thousand emails soliciting 
donations to this year’s SO, a nudge 
that put a great deal of emphasis 

on the importance of this paper 
and the need to enhance it, both as 
a physical product and in terms of 
its online presence. CC responded 
promptly with a £10 online donation, 
along with an explanatory note - “a 
small contribution to the Summer 
Offensive”. He was joined by NW 
and his £20 donation, plus £15 from 
JC in New York. These, plus other 
subs, standing orders and donations, 
added another £2,421 this week, 
bringing our running total to £14,941.

Our comrades who have been 
following up aforementioned emails 
with phone calls report a generally 
positive response, despite the pretty 
impecunious state of many of our 
people out there in reader land. If we 
can crack £20k by the start of this 
year’s Communist University, our 

annual school, we are more or less 
guaranteed to hit our overall target 
of £30,000 by Saturday August 23 
- the last day of CU 2014.

So good intentions are not enough, 
comrades! If you appreciate the work 
of this paper; if you think its ideas and 
the political culture it champions need 
to take firmer root in the contemporary 
left, then you need to put some money 
on the table. There were 8,355 hits on 
the WW site last week last week, but 
still only a handful of comrades came 
away with even a small dent in their 
credit/debit cards.

Just 16 days to find over £15,000, 
comrades! l

Summer Offensive
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GAZA

Only an Arab revolution 
can liberate Palestine
Neither a one-state nor a two-state ‘solution’ can be achieved under the current balance of forces, writes 
Paul Demarty

Perhaps the most striking feature 
of Israel’s latest assault on the 
Gaza strip - besides, of course, 

the carnage - is the wilful mendacity 
of the entire enterprise.

That mass arrests should begin in the 
name of finding three youths known (it 
turns out) by the Israeli state to be dead; 
that Hamas should be blamed for those 
murders, an eventuality no competent 
state spook could entertain seriously; 
that the whole package should be, 
astonishingly, repeated in the case of 
a ‘kidnapped’ Israeli soldier, used as 
an excuse to scupper a ceasefire, and 
who likewise turned up dead after a 
renewed offensive: who could believe 
any of this stuff? And nobody does: any 
more than the viewer of a pornographic 
film really believes that the guy with 
the moustache is there to fix the fridge.

Israel’s periodic punishment 
beatings of the Gaza population have 
the peculiar effect of provoking the 
most cynical inanities and floods of 
crocodile tears among our media, of 
exposing how laughable the lofty claim 
of journalism to ‘speak truth to power’ 
truly is among the pliant creatures that 
line news desks. It is said that the first 
casualty of war is the truth; but in the 
case of Gaza, the first lie is that this can 
even be called a war. The supremacy of 
Israel - whose ‘right to defend itself’ is, 
naturally, inviolate - is so absolute, its 
power over those besieged in Gaza so 
obviously enormous, that the use of the 
word ‘war’ is itself an apology.

Gaza is a prison - sometimes, the 
provocations of the ‘guards’ are severe 
enough to provoke a prison riot, a 
flurry of explosive rockets that might 
land anywhere within a 50-mile radius 
of the notional target. The response of 
Israel is identical to that of a sadistic 
gang of screws: a terroristic battering of 
the population; massacres of civilians, 
and deliberate targeting of basic 
infrastructure (the power station, which 
will be inoperable for at least a year; the 
tunnels that carry blockade-breaking 
supplies through Rafah), are designed 
only to brutalise and to cow.

Three weeks in, with a Palestinian 
civilian death toll closing in on 2,000 
(at least half of whom are women 
and children), the notion that there is 
any point to this exercise other than 
terrorising the population of Gaza 
is proving difficult to carry, even in 
rabidly pro-Israel circles. The Daily 
Mail wrings its hands, and urges its 
friends in Tel Aviv to make peace; Nick 
Clegg calls for talks. “I am a passionate 
supporter of Israel,” Boris Johnson 
declared on his LBC phone-in show, 
but “I cannot for the life of me see the 
purpose of this. It is disproportionate, 
ugly and tragic and will not do Israel 
any good the long run.” His awkward 
position is increasingly typical of the 
political establishment.

Fingers are wagged sternly even in 
Washington, which bankrolls the whole 
enterprise in the form of billions of 
dollars in annual aid to Israel. The cash 
flow has been momentarily interrupted 
by the Senate, but only because 
Republican wingnuts like Rand Paul 
cannot abide such government largesse 
going to anyone.

Others we may view more 
charitably. Sayeeda Warsi, tired of 
being the British government’s token 
Muslim, has displayed a rare glimpse of 

backbone and resigned her post over the 
government’s “morally indefensible” 
position on the Gaza conflict. 
The United Nations is genuinely 
incandescent that seven of its schools 
(and counting) should be cynically 
bombed by the Israel Defence Forces.

This is, of course, just part of 
the cycle. Superficial international 
‘pressure’ builds on Israel to make 
‘peace’, which it does at leisure, 
taking the opportunity to impose 
further privations on the Palestinians. 
When all this bloodshed recurs, as 
inevitably it will, it will not be Israel’s 
endless ratcheting that gets blamed 
by high-minded commentators and 
pious politicians in the west, but 
Palestinian impudence.

So what is really going on here? We 
cannot dissociate the timing of Israel’s 
assault from the signing of a historic unity 
agreement between Hamas and Fatah in 
April, in which two forces who, seven 
years ago, clashed violently in Gaza 
achieved a tentative reconciliation. Israel 
has been spoiled by the disunity in the 
Palestinian camp, and enjoyed the pliant 
‘non-violent resistance’ of Fatah (read: 
mostly unsuccessful attempts to apply 
diplomatic pressure on the world stage).

Unity between these forces was 
intolerable. Yet it does not seem to 
have been wholly derailed by the Gaza 
onslaught; Fatah operatives have been 
found offering the sort of mild criticisms 
of Hamas that the Mail makes of Israel. 
Nabil Shaath, an advisor to Mahmoud 
Abbas, laments that Hamas “just needed 
a promise that at the end of the ceasefire 
there would be a normal life for Gazans. 
But, by not throwing rockets, maybe 
they could have avoided giving excuses 
to the Israelis.” Nonetheless, Abbas 
has supported Hamas’s terms for a 

ceasefire, including the opening of the 
Israeli and Egyptian borders with Gaza.

This may explain the escalation - 
after the wedge strategy failed, the next 
obvious option is to double down and 
seriously weaken the ability of Hamas 
to operate. Cadre must be destroyed; 
their hiding places (the famous tunnels) 
likewise. This hardly has value in 
the long term - persistent violent 
interference in the life of a people tends 
not to win their affection, and Hamas 
will be able to replace fallen fighters 
with the angry and bereaved, of whom 
there are very many more. You cannot 
train soldiers overnight, however, 
and short-term disruption to Hamas’s 
activities is eminently achievable.

More worrying is the longer-term 
aspect of Israeli strategy, focused on 
the problem of the “demographic 
peril” - that the Palestinian population 
grows faster than the Israeli Jews, and 
therefore its subjugation will become 
more problematic. Comrade Moshé 
Machover has highlighted repeatedly 
that the strategic aim of Binyamin 
Netanyahu and Likud is to pursue 
large-scale ethnic cleansing, when an 
appropriate excuse presents itself.

Gaza is not the major prize on this 
front (hence Ariel Sharon’s decision 
a decade ago to abandon the few 
settlements there, although Israel has 
taken the opportunity to slice another 
3km ‘buffer zone’ off the strip), but 
the West Bank: terrorising the Gaza 
population sufficiently for large 
numbers to go into exile, however, 
drains the swamp that feeds the likes 
of Hamas. Such is, ultimately, the most 
plausible motive for the slaughter, the 
plainly deliberate targeting of civilian 
buildings and non-combatants - to 
scare or force people into leaving. Over 

460,000 people have been displaced so 
far (a quarter of the population): how 
many will return?

Thus the absurdity of the abundant 
calls for ‘peace’, some disingenuous 
and some naive. Sure: who could object 
to peace? As I write, the Egyptian 
government has negotiated a 72-hour 
ceasefire, and representatives of Hamas, 
Israel and the Palestinian Authority are 
negotiating in Cairo. Assuming no further 
provocations are engineered by Israel, as 
happened with the last few ‘ceasefires’, 
Operation Protective Edge will conclude; 
the Gazans will pick through the rubble, 
and Israelis will be officially permitted 
to sleep safely in their beds. A sham war 
will thus be ended with a sham peace, 
which will obtain until the next time a 
bombardment of this captive population 
is congenial to the Zionist state.

Peace is impossible under the 
present arrangement of forces in 
Israel-Palestine. We may assume that, 
at the very least, Netanyahu is well 
aware of this fact - he is a political 
descendant of Ze’ev Jabotinsky, who 
correctly ridiculed the mainstream 
Labour Zionists for imagining that 
Jewish settlers would be welcomed by 
the native Palestinian population; he 
was an honest colonialist, well aware 
of what a colonial project entails. 
Inevitably, the colonised spurn the 
‘gifts’ of ‘civilisation’; inevitably, 
they resist.

Israel, moreover, is a special case 
of what Karl Kautsky called a “work 
colony”, whose purpose is for the 
settlers to form a new society among 
themselves. This leaves the native 
population surplus to requirements, 
of course, and so marginalised at best 
(as in the US), exterminated at worst 
(as in Tasmania).

Israel had the misfortune, however, 
to rise at the moment the great colonial 
empires collapsed (among them its 
historic allies and sponsors, France 
and Britain). Its ability to secure for 
a Jewish state the entire territory 
of mandate Palestine was curtailed 
and frustrated - the project has been 
pursued, in the near half-century since 
the Six-Day War, mostly at a snail’s 
pace, one settlement after another, 
enlivened by periodic explosions and 
regional conflicts.

Meanwhile, the Palestinian national 
movement is weaker than ever. The 
strength of the Palestinian Liberation 
Organisation in its high period was 
drawn from the global context - the 
cold war, and the national liberation 
movements that ripped through the 
colonial world. Today, decolonisation 
is all but complete, and the Soviet 
bloc is gone. America is undisputed 
world hegemon - and, for all the 
handwringing on Capitol Hill, is 
certainly not about to ditch its key 
Middle East ally.

Thus Fatah is reduced to forlornly 
protesting outrages in the corridors of 
power, and deputising for the occupiers 
in the West Bank; Hamas is reduced 
to rocket attacks with no discernible 
purpose other than to declare to Israel 
(and their own supporters) that they 
have not disappeared, in spite of 
everything. Hamas may have more of 
the élan of resistance about them now, 
but we must remember that theirs is 
a reactionary, religious and sectarian 
project which is inevitably limited in 
its constituency.

Between these two facts - the 
implacable expansionism at the 
heart of Zionism, and the military-
political weakness of the Palestinian 
forces - both the ‘solutions’ touted 
around on the left are false, because 
their implementation is envisaged 
only within current Israel-Palestine 
parameters. A two-state solution is 
unacceptable to Israel, which has never 
and will never agree to Palestinian 
statehood except under extreme duress 
- and which power exists at present 
able to deliver such duress? Similarly, a 
one-state solution would under present 
circumstances - and by the same logic 
- be favourable to Israel: it alone is 
the power that can impose terms. The 
second-class citizenship of Arabs in 
Israel proper may be preferable to life 
in Gaza, but it is still a mockery of 
self-determination.

Redressing the balance means 
creating a real counterweight to Israel and 
other US allies in the Middle East, which 
in turn means tackling the unresolved 
Arab national question, destroying the 
reactionary Gulf regimes and positively 
overcoming the meaningless Sykes-Picot 
borders so dangerously collapsing today. 
In other words, an Arab revolution. The 
agent of such a revolution needs to 
unite diverse peoples, across not only 
those borders, but also the ideological 
delimitations of religion and sect - 
only the working class, not jihadis or 
exhausted nationalists, can do so. Only 
such a regional power would be able 
to end Zionist oppression once and for 
all - while assuring the Israeli Jews that 
their genuine national rights would be 
respected under the new order l 

paul.demarty@weeklyworker.co.uk

How to create a real counterweight?
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TURKEY

No laughing matter
Amidst the gathering storms the deputy prime minister provides some light relief. Esen Uslu reports

The silly season in Turkey 
usually starts after the high 
school examinations in mid-

June, and lasts to the second half 
of August, when the next crop of 
army top brass is appointed. During 
this time most state employees 
and the more fortunate workers 
in the private sector take their 
annual holidays by the sea or in the 
countryside. Politicians, as well as 
the judiciary, enjoy a break from 
their strenuous activities. So there 
is a shortage of the type of news they 
generate, which is the mainstay of 
the Turkish media. And, of course, 
the silly season also coincides with 
Ramadan.

This year, however, we have the 
presidential elections. On August 
10 Turks will for the first time 
go the polls to elect a president 
by direct popular vote. And the 
immense propaganda juggernaut of 
the ruling Justice and Development 
Party (AKP) has not left any stone 
unturned in promoting the candidacy 
of the current prime minister, Recep 
Tayyip Erdoğan.

Combined with this, events in 

neighbouring states have been 
impacting on Turkish politics. The 
Islamic State launched a military 
campaign from its Syrian base and 
invaded the north-east of Iraq. So we 
now have a new neighbour, whose 
militants have taken hostage staff 
of the Turkish consulate in Mosul - 
cynics have suggested that Erdoğan 
might attempt to rescue them just 
before election day so as to be 
acclaimed as a national hero.

Of course, it was Turkey that 
secretly armed the Islamic State. 
American-made weapons were 
bought from Libya with Qatari 
money. But what did Turkey get 
in return? It was one thing slitting 
the throats of Shias, Christians, 
Assyrians and Ezidis, or torturing the 
odd Iraqi soldier. But now they have 
taken to driving the Turkomen, our 
kin, out of their homes and forcing 
them to flee to Kurdish-controlled 
territory. How ungrateful.

Meanwhile, the Armenians and 
Azerbaijanis started a shooting spree 
over the disputed Nagorno-Karabakh 
region, which may escalate into 
a full-blown war. More than 40 

people have been killed (although 
most people in western Europe are 
not aware of this it has to be said). 
Neither do the Ukrainians nor the 
Russian separatists spare us. Just 
when Turkey was starting to increase 
exports to Russia, the Europeans 
introduce a complex sanctions 
regime. How difficult life can be 
for a Turkish bureaucrat.

Then the Israelis and Palestinians 
started fighting once more. And 
to think that Turkey had started 
to normalise its relationship with 
Israel, which had deteriorated badly 
after the ‘Islamic humanitarian 
aid’ ship, Mavi Marmara, was 
attacked in 2010. Israeli marines 
killed several activists. With the 
outbreak of the current brutality 
in Gaza, our politicians made the 
usual thundering speeches, but 
took no action, preferring to assume 
the mantle of trusted go-between. 
However, the warring parties did 
not buy it, and their efforts came to 
nothing.

Within Turkey itself, since the 
end of last year we have been hearing 
stories about a ‘parallel state’. Mind 

you, this is not the old ‘deep’ state 
of the fascist-nationalist junta. There 
is now a new Islamic junta working 
within the police and judiciary - it 
was apparently a trusted partner of 
the AKP government until last year. 
But now it seems that this ‘parallel 
state’ has been framing the army top 
brass and their intellectual followers 
over the last decade, fabricating the 
evidence used in their trials. Now 
the military have been released by 
the newly appointed judges and it 
is top police officers who are being 
detained.

Virtuous
So, even during the silly season, 
there has not been much opportunity 
to enjoy a bit of peace and quiet - 
not to mention the quips of Mr 
Bülent Arınç, the deputy prime 
minister and official spokesperson 
of  the government.  We have 
become so accustomed to his quirky 
ways that he has to outdo his past 
performances every year in order to 
attract our attention.

Actual ly  he  i s  not  taken 
seriously even by his own party and 
government. For example, when he 
tried to put his jokes at the service 
of the prime minister in an attempt 
to blunt Erdoğan’s gross attacks on 
human decency, he was promptly 
rebuffed and put in his place. Arınç 
considered resigning a couple of 
times and publicly complained about 
his treatment, but so far he has kept 
his position.

Once he referred to the leader 
of the main opposition party as 
someone who “speaks tall”, but 
who, in reality, is “a shorty”. In 2009 
he said of a Kurdish MP: “She is 
a very weird creature. God should 
have bestowed upon her better 
mental faculties.” Back in 2006 he 
referred to sub-Saharans as “African 
zombies” and, on a visit to Moscow, 
he remarked: “It’s nice to see Lenin 
lying there, dead”. On another 
occasion, after visiting a celebrity 
who had been shot in the head and 
was lying in a coma in intensive 
care, he quipped to the press: “I did 
ask, but doctors declined to wake 
him up.”

As can be deduced, political 
correctness is not his forte. His best 
known remark to date, indicating 

the depth and extent of his wisdom, 
has been: “Life is more than drinks 
and sex.”

However, last week he really 
excelled himself. Addressing a 
meeting of Islamic conservatives, 
he said: “Virtue is an adornment of 
a woman, as well as a man. A man 
ought to be virtuous; he should not 
be a debauchee, but should be loyal 
to his wife and love his kids. A 
woman ought to be virtuous as well. 
She should know what is allowed 
and what is not allowed. In public, 
she should not burst into laughter or 
behave ostentatiously.”

The government and Arinç 
himself are renowned for their 
misogyny, but on this occasion 
the opposition had a field day. 
Everybody picked up on his remark 
about the undesirability of women’s 
public laughter. However, there 
was a subtle nuance to note. The 
comment was actually a reference 
to the Islamic hadith tradition: it is 
said that the prophet Mohammad 
never engaged in laughter, although 
he always smiled. For him, laughing 
aloud was an abomination. Yes, 
everybody should be good-humoured 
and greet others with a smile - after 
all, “Smiling to your brother’s face 
is charity” - but please do not go 
any further.

So, while the ‘modernists’ went 
to town in their mocking of Arınç’s 
remarks, those same remarks struck 
a chord among the traditionalist 
religious sections, including women 
themselves. But for many Arınç 
provided a couple of days of light 
relief - although there may well 
be a lingering, bitter after-taste. 
However, the silly season has now 
come to an end and there is the more 
serious matter of the presidential 
election.

The weekend will see the first 
round of the three-man race. If 
Erdoğan fails to get more than 50%, 
a second round between the two top-
scoring candidates will take place. 
Such a possibility looms large for 
the AKP, which is doing its utmost 
to win in the first round. In any case, 
by September we will have a new 
president and a new government - 
and renewed competition for the top 
jobs in the AKP before next year’s 
general election l

Communist University 2014
Saturday August 16 to Saturday August 23 inclusive

Goldsmiths University 
Surrey House, 80 Lewisham Way,

New Cross, London, SE14 6PB
Full week, with accommodation: £200 (£250 solidarity, £110 concessions)

Full week, no accommodation: £60 (£30 concessions)
First weekend (one night’s accommodation): £40 (£25)

One day: £10 (£5). One session: £5 (£2.50)

Bülent Arinç: women should ‘not burst into laughter’
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SCOTLAND

The myth of the English yoke
Was Scotland subject to an English takeover in 1707? Does Scotland suffer from English internal 
colonialism? Jack Conrad questions the myths and assumptions of Scottish nationalism

Since the 1789 French Revolution 
‘the nation’ has emerged as the 
main ideology of the ruling 

class (or would-be governing elite) 
and bourgeois society in general. 
Nationalism is now the paramount 
means of mass mobilisation. 
Both crusade and jihad have been 
nationalised. Millions of ordinary 
people have willingly sacrificed their 
lives for the motherland, fatherland, 
homeland (ie, a deflected expression of 
the common interest).

In his influential book, Benedict 
Anderson testifies to this extraordinary 
power of the national ideal: “Dying for 
one’s country, which usually one does 
not choose, assumes a political grandeur 
which dying for the Labour Party, the 
American Medical Association or 
perhaps even Amnesty International 
cannot rival, for these are all bodies one 
can join and leave at easy will.”1

Yet the fact of the matter is that 
the nation is the recent product of 
history and the product of deliberately 
remaking all of history in the national 
image. Every country nowadays has its 
popular historians, TV professors and 
well-remunerated scholarly experts, 
who manufacture and maintain the 
nation in the collective imagination. 
Universities once exclusively taught 
the classics, metaphysics and the lives 
of the saints. Now they have entire 
departments devoted to promulgating 
national history. Real events, peoples 
and causes in the distant, and not so 
distant, past are thereby remade in the 
national image.

It is not only the establishment. 
Mesolithic settlers, Neolithic cattle-
herders, Pictish peasants, Anglo-Saxon 
incomers, Viking raiders, Gaelic 
clans, Jacobite rebels, the lowland 
enlightenment, the highland clearances, 
Red Clydesiders, Labour voters, poll tax 
protestors - all find themselves crammed 
into Chris Bambery’s A people’s history 
of Scotland (2014). Indeed, showing 
his complete surrender to the standard 
tropes of rightwing Scottish nationalism, 
the comrade seriously tells us that “a 
good account of [William] Wallace’s 
life” can be found in Mel Gibson’s film 
Braveheart.2

In many respects, when it came to 
this version of history, Germany led the 
way. Eg, in the early 19th century the 
Society for Older German Historical 
Knowledge sponsored a huge collection 
of documents called the Monumenta 
Germaniae Historica. It purported to 

chronicle German history from Roman 
times to 1500. National historians, 
composers and poets strove to create in 
the mind a German nation-state that in 
reality was fragmented into countless 
petty and not so petty kingdoms. Hence 
well before Germany there was the idea 
of Germany.

“Every nation,” Hegel claimed, in a 
youthful work, “has its own imagery, 
its gods, angels, devils or saints who 
live in the nation’s traditions, whose 
stories and deeds the nurse tells her 
charges and so wins them over by 
impressing their imagination.”3 Nations 
were deemed to have their own unique 
character and destiny. According to 
Leopold Ranke - the father of German 
historiography - between the global and 
the actions of individual actors there was 
the “primeval” nation.4 Certainly the 
inculcation of national identity politics 
proved a great success. In 1871 Otto 
von Bismarck carried out his revolution 
from above and united Germany to 
widespread acclaim.

Victorian Britain introduced a 
modified version of this approach. 
Royal history has been fused with the 
history of the British state and projected 
backwards onto the distant past. Of 
course, the fact that its core-state 
arrangement of ‘England’, ‘Scotland’, 
‘Wales’ and ‘Ireland’ was the accidental 
results of feudal marriage-bed deals 
and the fortunes of war could be 
conveniently ignored or marginalised. 
Ditto pre-capitalist relations of 
exploitation and reproduction, working 
class collectivism and organised 
manifestations of internationalism. 
Garnering support for imperialism and 
especially the widening franchise surely 
explains this phenomenon. Mass trade 
unionism, cooperative associations and 
demands for universal suffrage forged an 
elemental working class consciousness. 
Hence, those above came to agree with 
Robert Lowe, Viscount Sherbrooke, the 
vice-president of the Committee of the 
Council on Education in Palmerstone’s 
second, 1859-65, ministry. Despite 
being a thorough-going reactionary, and 
a defender of ‘wealth and intellect’, he 
famously declared, following the 1867 
reform act, that now “we must educate 
our masters”.5

In practice that meant inculcating 
monarchical patriotism. Primary and 
secondary schools duly teach history 
along strictly national lines: England, 
Scotland and Wales (Northern Ireland 
can be put aside as a special case). These 

nations are the subject matter of history, 
and history is viewed as teleological. 
Past events are interpreted through the 
prism of a long journey that eventually 
culminates in the second, glorious, 
Elizabethan age.

There have, of course, been radical 
elements militantly opposed to the 
establishment. In the 17th century 
republicans such as John Lilburne 
and Gerrard Winstanley took over the 
late medieval myth of Anglo-Saxon 
liberty that supposedly existed before 
William le Bâtard and the Norman 
yoke.6 Nevertheless, while the history 
was bogus, there was more than a 
grain of truth in what they said. The 
aristocratic elite were obviously alien. 
The houses of Normandy, Blois, Anjou 
and Plantagenet were proudly Norman-
French and indeed they “strained every 
nerve to maintain their foothold in 
Europe”.7 For the Levellers and Diggers 
James I and Charles I were members of 
a foreign ruling class too.

Such popular perceptions have 
repeatedly arisen. After all, the glorious 
revolution of 1688 saw James II (James 
VII of Scotland) driven out by a Dutch 
invasion which put William of Orange 
onto the throne. He reigned alongside 
his wife, Mary II, as William III. True, 
he spoke English, but only as a foreign 
language. The Hanoverians were 
likewise non-English. In point of fact 
the first two Georgians spoke German 
as a first language and, of course, ruled 
Hanover (nowadays deemed the “most 
boring” city in Federal Germany8). 
As for the governing class - ie, the 
capitalistic aristocracy - their dreams 
might have been in English. Yet in 
waking hours, whenever the opportunity 
arose, they separated themselves off 
from the lower orders with French 
phrases, tastes and manners.

Only under the impact of the 
American Revolution of 1776 and the 
French Revolution of 1789 did the 
aristocracy fully nationalise itself. The 
royal family eventually following suit, 
albeit at a considerable delay. During 
World War I the Saxe-Coburg-Gothas 
morphed into the Windsors (despite that, 
till recently, they married other European 
aristocrats - eg, the Duke of Edinburgh, 
born in Greece as a prince of the house 
of Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderburg-
Glücksburg, the Greek and Danish royal 
family). However, the American and 
Napoleonic wars turned the tables on 
the radicals who initially supported their 
American and French fellow thinkers. 

It was they who were now branded 
non-national. Counterrevolutionary 
wars abroad thereby helped forge a 
counterrevolutionary Hanoverian-Tory 
regime at home.

Scotland as victim
It is hardly surprising then that all 
varieties of Scottish nationalism 
assume that the kingdom of Scotland 
was a nation prior to the 1707 Act of 
Union. In their jointly authored book 
Alan McCombes and Tommy Sheridan 
even boast that “Scotland is one of 
the oldest nations in Europe”, dating 
back to the 13th century.9 The mental 
cage sponsored and promoted by the 
UK state since the late 19th century is 
never seriously analysed or questioned. 
Thanks to state generosity, official 
history was drilled into schoolboy 
skulls as a matter of routine. Scotland 
is imagined from the prehistoric all the 
way to the September 18 “revolution”.10 
Scotland is and has been throughout 
historic time and will be from here 
and perhaps to eternity. Yet notions of 
ancient or feudal nations are completely 
ahistorical. Yes, there was from the 9th 
century a single monarch reigning 
over most of what is now Scotland. 
But that hardly equates with the unity 
of the people living there. The same 
can be said of 1603, when James VI 
of Scotland became James I of Great 
Britain and Ireland. His subjects spoke 
four indigenous languages (English, 
Irish Gaelic, Welsh and Scottish 
Gaelic).

As with the English radicals of the 
17th century, Scotland, post-1707, is 
painted by the more deluded Scottish 
nationalists as an oppressed nation.11 
In this case it is the English yoke. Put 
another way, Scotland is to this day 
ruled by foreigners. Eg, the Scottish 
Republican Socialist Movement believes 
it is struggling for “national liberation”.12 
Another left nationalist, Bob Goupillot, 
a “republican communist”, writes that a 
Scottish office and secretary of state for 
Scotland “smacks of colonialism” and 
that, “whilst being on a different scale 
to the Irish, Scots have experienced 
elements of national oppression which 
need to be acknowledged by others and 
overcome”.13 Along similar lines Mhairi 
McAlpine boldly declares that the 
“struggle for Scottish independence is, 
at its heart, an anti-colonial struggle”.14 
And, on the far fringes, there is the 
Scottish National Liberation Army. It 
calls upon English “settlers” to “leave, 

leave!”15

Yes, in 1707 there was bribery and 
corruption. The Act of Union was not 
a democratic agreement between two 
sovereign peoples. Neither Scotland nor 
England were democracies of any kind. 
Hence no need for the well-worn Daniel 
Defoe and Robbie Burns quotes. The 
aristocracy in Scotland voted for what 
was perceived to be in their sectional 
interests. That, at least in part, explains 
why there was widespread opposition. 
However, that happened both in 
Scotland and England. Popular opinion 
on both sides of the border resented and 
protested against the 1707 Act of Union.

Yes, the initial effects of the merger 
were not positive for Scotland and, 
yes, there was 1715 and 1745 ... often 
portrayed as a “national rising”.16 Yet, 
after 1746 and the battle of Culloden, 
there was rapid economic development 
and with that came a dawning of British 
national consciousness, including in the 
highlands. In point of fact, many highland 
Scots willingly, even enthusiastically, 
joined the British military caste. 
Jacobitism was almost effortlessly 
swapped for a cult of a Greater Britain. 
The lowlands bourgeoisie and highland 
lairds alike were enrolled into the British 
ruling class.

Protestantism, inter-continental 
wars with absolutist Spain and France, 
joint colonisation of Ulster, North 
America and Australasia - an empire 
of work colonies - made and remade 
consciousness. Likewise the joint 
building, administering and maintaining 
of the vast British - not English - empire 
of exploitation in the Caribbean, Africa 
and India. For the rich and powerful, 
Scottishness meant sharing in the 
spoils. The “more outspoken” presented 
themselves as North Britons ... and even 
superior to the feckless English.17

However, for Scottish left 
nationalists, Britain is an entirely 
artificial, or royal, construct. Within 
the state prison house of Ukiana, 
the oppressed nations of Scotland 
and Wales suffocate, but await their 
moment of freedom. Almost laughably, 
a “pre-bourgeois” Britain “inevitably” 
leads to “second round” of nationalist 
breakouts.18 In other words, after the 
failures of 1715 and 1745 there comes 
September 18 2014. Only when national 
independence has been finally secured 
will the road to a (national) socialism 
be opened.

Anyway, for Scottish left nationalists, 
the nation (country) is Scottish, the state 

Culloden 1746: highlanders faced British state army
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and the ruling institutions are British 
or English. According to this two-
dimensional viewpoint, Scotland must 
therefore be counted as an oppressed 
nation. The immediate task being self-
evident. Scotland must join those who 
successfully fought for liberation: the 
Zapatistas in Mexico’s Chipas province, 
Bolivarian Venezuela and Fidel Castro’s 
Cuba are held up as modern-day 
“examples”.19 Amongst them, amongst 
the angels, is where Scotland’s future 
lies. Morally very convenient. Britain 
established a worldwide empire, 
traded in black slaves, raped India and 
butchered American and Australian 
natives. Not Scotland.

Countering this nonsense is hardly 
difficult. By definition national 
oppression involves all classes. There 
are upper and lower classes in every 
colonial country. But the upper classes 
lose out economically to the imperial 
power. They have no state with which 
to defend and advance their interests. 
National oppression therefore sees 
the exploitation of the upper classes 
too. Another awkward fact, for left 
nationalists. There has definitively been 
universal suffrage throughout Britain 
since the 1928 Representation of the 
People Act (when equal voting rights 
for women were finally conceded). 
Between then and now a clear majority 
of Scottish electors have supported 
unionist parties in UK general elections. 
Eg, in 2010 the SNP won six seats, while 
Labour got 41, the Lib Dems 11 and the 
Tories one.

Undoubtedly, the mass of Scottish 
people in 1707 did not think of 
themselves as British, but the same 
can be surely said of those in England 
and Wales. Though the idea of a British 
commonality can be traced back to 
Geoffrey of Monmouth in the 12th 
century, it tended to be associated 
with plans for feudal overlordship 
to be extended across the whole 
of the archipelago. In other words, 
‘revolutionary centralisers’ such as 
Edward I sought to add to their realms 
of exploitation. Nevertheless, leading 
elements amongst the intelligentsia 
started to look towards some sort of 
equal union. John Mair (c1470-1550) 
wrote A history of Greater Britain, as 
well England as Scotland (1521) when 
he was principal of the University of 
Glasgow. He wove the story of England 
and Scotland together and suggested 
an eventual political union between 
the two kingdoms. Mair wanted to 
end internecine conflicts and bring 
about a strong Britannia which would 
lead Europe against imperial Spain 
and papacy. A project enthusiastically 
taken up by the well-read Scottish 
king, James VI, who was, of course, 
painfully aware of the instability of his 
old realm - his mother, Mary, Queen of 
Scots, had been forced to abdicate and 
his father, Henry Stuart, Lord Darnley, 
was butchered by assassins when he 
was only a couple of months old.

In his accession speech to the 
Westminster parliament, on March 19 
1603, after he had been crowned king of 
England, he stated that god had not only 
united two great feudal lineages, but two 
peoples with a common “language, 
religion and similitude of manners”. 
They live on one island “separated 
neither by sea, nor great river, mountain, 
nor other strength of nature”.20 After 
advice from spin doctors - north and 
south - he took to presenting himself 
as James I of Great Britain and Ireland.

Attempts to bring together the 
English and Scottish kingdoms in a 
political union floundered due to a 
refusal by the English elite to treat 
their Scottish counterparts as equals. 
However, conditions changed. On the 
one hand, there was the abject failure 
of the Darien scheme in the 1690s. The 
bid to establish a specifically Scottish 
trading colony in Panama ended in 
financial ruination for the kingdom’s 
aristocracy, bourgeoisie and even many 
town councils. On the other hand, in 
England there was the decisive triumph 
of capitalism. What Oliver Cromwell 

began William of Orange completed. 
Compared with other European 
powers post-1688, England stood out 
as a beacon of bourgeois liberty and 
economic dynamism. And, in order to 
prevent its old enemy, absolutist France, 
regaining a foothold in Scotland and 
launching a counterrevolutionary war, 
the ruling class in England was prepared 
to make substantial concessions: namely 
a financial bailout, along with access 
to vast new markets and high office 
in the swelling military, political and 
bureaucratic apparatus.

Left to itself, Scotland would in all 
probability have stagnated, decayed and 
fragmented under the impact of rival 
feudal interests - the fate suffered by 
Poland provides a telling example of 
social retrogression.

Culture and the 
internal
Scotland does not correspond to 
anything remotely resembling the 
standard colonial experience. Fully 
aware of this, advocates of Scottish 
nationalism turn to softer, more 
pliable, more devious categories, such 
as internal colonialism or cultural 
imperialism. James D Young (1931-
2012) wrote of Scotland being a victim 
nation and “the colonial dimension 
being real and tangible”. And yet 
what this amounted to, in his own 
words, was the English ruling class 
displaying “colonial attitudes”.21 The 
British - ie, the English and lowlands 
Scots - ruling class doubtless displayed 
“colonial attitudes” in the highlands 
during the early 18th century, but that 
certainly does not apply to Edinburgh 
or Glasgow. McCombes-Sheridan 
likewise bitterly complain of Scotland 
suffering from a “warped and distorted” 
national identity ... because of the 
magnetic pull of the 50 million-plus 
population of England.22 A formulation 
redolent with xenophobia. In similar 
vein, Bob Goupillot claims that a 
“section of the [Scottish] population, 
including a large portion of the working 
class”, feels “forcibly subsumed under 
English/Britishness”.23 Is he advocating 
a Kulturkampf (culture struggle) to 
eradicate English/British influences?

The idea of internal colonialism 
was introduced into the debate around 
Scotland by the American sociologist, 
Michael Hechter, in the 1970s. Basically 
Hechter - a rational-choice theorist - 
discussed the UK in terms of an English 
“core” colonising the so-called Celtic 
“periphery”: Scotland, Wales, Ireland 
and to a lesser extent Cornwall and 
the Isle of Man. Thus Scotland was 
supposedly characterised by economic 
dependence, lower living standards and 
an industry which served the “core” as 
an auxiliary. According to Hechter, 
the process of internal colonialism 
commenced with the union of the 
crowns in 1603 and accelerated after 
the union of parliaments in 1707. Indeed 
he fields evidence which purports to 
show that national inequality persisted 
till 1966 - the point where Hechter 
closes his study.24 As one critic, Krishan 
Kumar, acerbically comments, he seems 
to have written his book “without ever 
having set foot in the British Isles”.25 
His ignorance of British realities are, 
though, fundamentally historical.

In my opinion Neil Davidson has 
done an excellent demolition job on 
Hechter’s thesis. He fields the examples 
of the three leading non-agricultural 
industries of the 18th century - coal, 
linen and tobacco. Far from Scotland 
exhibiting backwardness and peripheral 
features, it took the lead in terms of 
technique, per-capita production and 
capital accumulation. After the 1707 
union - in particular following the 
final defeat of the Stewart dynasts 
and the highland threat at Culloden - 
Scotland experienced a ground-breaking 
industrial revolution and a spectacular 
economic boom. Similar leaps were 
repeated in the 19th century. Engineering 
and shipbuilding in Scotland accounted 
for a huge tranche of the world market 

well into the 20th century and Scotland 
was found on the cutting edge of 
technological change and innovation. 
As a consequence, far from being 
a “peripheral” economic region in 
Britain, Scotland - or more precisely, 
the lowlands - lay at the “core”.26

Scottish aristocrats, capitalists and 
middle class careerists thrived through 
promoting and participating in the 
British market, the British state machine 
and the British empire. Glasgow was 
one of the premier industrial workshops 
of the world and on a par with 
Birmingham, Sheffield, Manchester, 
Belfast and Cardiff. As for Edinburgh, it 
was a global banking centre second only 
to the City of London. What goes for the 
economy can also be seen in terms of 
the cadre who staffed civil society and 
the state. Well-trained doctors, soldiers 
of fortune, men of letters, politicians on 
the make headed south and often did 
extraordinarily well. Eg, even during 
the first half of the 18th century 25% 
of all regimental officers were Scottish.

Then there are the politicians. Henry 
Campbell Bannerman, Herbert Henry 
Asquith, Andrew Bonar Law, James 
Ramsay MacDonald and Alec Douglas 
Home stood at the apex of British 
politics in the 20th century. Each of 
them held the highest office of prime 
minister. After his 1997 general election 
victory Tony Blair (Edinburgh-born) 
appointed a whole pack of Scottish 
ministers. One of them being Gordon 
Brown, his chancellor and successor. 
In terms of population there has, 
in fact, been a massive imbalance 
against the English. Andrew Neil - 
the millionaire Scottish broadcaster - 
waspishly refers to a “Scottish Raj”.27 
Such a situation, where the ‘colonised 
nation’ provides the leading personnel 
for the ‘colonising nation’ in such 
numbers, is uncharacteristic, to say 
the least. So is its economic ranking. 
A recent SNP press release trumpets 
Scotland’s relative wealth. Out of the 
Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development’s 34 members, an 
independent Scotland would count as 
the 14th richest in terms of per capita 
GDP - “ahead of France, Japan and 
the United Kingdom as a whole”.28 
Characteristically the ‘colonised nation’ 
is bled white by the ‘colonising nation’.

What of cultural imperialism? The 
argument here is that the subjugation 
suffered by Scotland was not of the overt 
type imposed on Africa and Asia. What 
Scotland experienced took place in the 
sphere of consciousness. Scottish culture 
was deemed second-rate compared 
with English-British culture, which 
was, however, sneakily imposed upon 
the Scottish population by members 
of the Scottish elite. Enlightenment 
thinkers - Francis Hutcheson, Adam 
Smith, David Hume, James Mackintosh, 
James Burnett, Adam Ferguson, John 
Millar, William Robertson - coming in 
for particular opprobrium.

Not that the Scottish reformation 
and the associated education system 
escapes criticism. According to the 
self-confessed “ultra-nationalist” Siol 
nan Gaidheal (Seed of the Gaels), well 
before the 1707 political union, it was 
supposedly a “tragedy for Scottish 
culture that the English Bible was 
introduced to Scotland” without the 
slightest effort to “adapt its language 
to Scottish practice”. As for the parish 
school system, it “emphasised literacy”. 
Hence it became “essential for English 
to be taught as it was written in the Bible 
and spoken by the minister in the kirk”.29 
So god’s appearance as an Englishman 
and not as a trueborn Scot is blamed 
on the unpatriotic, treacherous educated 
classes of Scotland. The very subtlety 
of this cultural imperialism means that 
the mass of the population were hardly 
aware of the English poison being drip-
fed into their Scottish heads.

Actually what happened in the 18th 
century was not cultural imperialism, 
but assimilation - always a two-way 
process. Between Scotland and England 
there was cross-fertilisation, synthesis 
and the emergence of something 

higher, something new, something 
more than the sum of its parts. There 
was a strong, often brilliant and certainly 
unmistakable Scottish input, which 
both changed Englishness and created 
Britishness. Adam Smith furnished the 
economic theory which mapped out 
Britain’s capitalist future. David Hume’s 
scepticism provided the foundations for 
the utilitarianism and rationalism of the 
British bourgeoisie. James Mackintosh 
created modern English history with his 
History of the revolution in England in 
1688. James Mill argued in defence of 
the East India Company, championed 
public education and popularised 
Ricardoism. Walter Scott took the myth 
of Anglo-Saxon liberty and the Norman 
yoke and gave it a conservative twist, in 
what was also a parable for post-1746 
Great Britain, by positively resolving the 
contradictions between the two ‘races’. 
Thomas Carlyle opposed democracy, 
but expressed a sincere, if romantic, 
sympathy for the lot of the poor, along 
with an influential critique of capitalist 
industrialisation.

None of these men were regarded 
as English quislings or agents of 
English cultural imperialism. Far from 
viewing themselves as ‘inferiors’, these 
intellectuals believed themselves to be 
of the best sort, superior beings, and, as 
we have shown, they actively shaped the 
emerging sense of Britishness. Hence, 
if England influenced and inspired 
Scottishness, as it undoubtedly did, 
so Scottish intellectuals transformed 
England through remaking it as part of 
the British national formation.

Culloden
A process that might legitimately be 
called internal colonisation occurred 
in the highlands. But were the English 
the colonists? Culloden was not the 
defeat of the Scots by the English, as 
nationalist mythology has it. Nor was 
the horrible persecution which followed 
carried out by England. Such claims 
obscure the state, societal and class 
content of the conflict. The battle of 
Culloden in 1746 saw the professional 
Hanoverian army utterly rout the 
highland warriors fighting on behalf of 
Charles Edward Stewart and his father. 
The technology and disciplined military 
techniques of the new 18th century 
cut through the individual bravery of 
clan society. However, this defeat was 
inflicted not by England: rather by a 
combination of lowland Scots, German 
and English regiments in the pay of the 
British state.

At Culloden, and during the military 
occupation of the highland glens 
that followed, the British state first 
smashed clan society militarily and 
then proceeded to destroy its social 
fabric. Some of the worst atrocities 
were carried out under the command 
of lowland Scots officers. Nationalists 
might argue that these men had absorbed 
hostile English cultural attitudes towards 
their fellow countrymen. However, the 
antagonism between the lowlands and 
the highlands dates back many centuries, 
to well before the union of the crowns 
in 1603. Lowlanders generally viewed 
highlanders as barbaric, uncouth and 
lawless. To even travel in the highlands 
was to enter bandit territory and risk life 
and limb.

Crucially, the highlands were not 
incorporated into English culture; rather 
the British ascendancy. Clan society was 
not Scottish society, nor was Gaelic the 
language of Scotland. To conflate the 
two is to make an elementary mistake. 
The fate of the highlands was therefore 
not the fate of Scotland.

Moreover, it needs to be stressed, 
for the highland lairds Britishness 
presented a golden opportunity for 
enrichment. Once defeated, they 
eagerly turned from scratching a living 
from tithes and instead embraced the 
cornucopia offered by capitalism. Those 
responsible for the highland clearances 
- the mass expulsion of the peasant 
population from the land - were almost 
without exception not only Scottish, but 
highland aristocrats. These grandees 

used Scottish agents to carry out their 
‘modernisation’, along with Scottish 
policemen and Scottish regiments to 
crush resistance. The native Gaels were 
uprooted by their own lairds and forced 
onto ships bound for the US or Canada. 
That or - hungry, bedraggled, footsore 
- they made their way into the dark, 
blood-sucking factories and mills of 
Glasgow. All for the sake of “primitive 
capital accumulation” and turning the 
“whole country” into a giant “sheep-
walk”.30 Yet, while the clearances were 
time-concentrated, they were in essence 
no different from the dispossession of 
the English peasants that happened 
through the enclosures, carried out 400 
years previously.

However, after being deported, 
the majority of highlanders played 
a genuinely colonial role in their 
new American home. Native 
Amerindians were for the most part 
unable to distinguish between the 
awful treatment meted out to them 
by highland Scots and that of any 
of the other European colonists they 
came into contact with. Equally 
significant, highland Scots in America 
often became fiercely pro-British. 
Former Jacobites proved to be some 
of George III’s most loyal subjects. 
Even the celebrated Flora Macdonald, 
the famous saviour of Bonnie Prince 
Charlie, turned Hanoverian after 
she migrated to North Carolina. Her 
husband, Allan, mobilised highland 
settlers against George Washington’s 
American revolutionaries. His men 
were decked out in full highland 
costume - tartan plaid, a large blue 
bonnet with a cockade of black 
ribbon, a tartan waistcoat with gold 
buttons and tartan hose.

Ideologically they were still prone to 
look fondly back to a lost feudal past. 
Not forward to the democratic future l
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One hundred years of counterrevolution
1914-18 and subsequent wars have played an important role in subduing the working class, writes Mark 
Kosman

In 1871, Karl Marx wrote that 
governments use war as a fraud, 
a “humbug, intended to defer the 

struggle of the classes”.1 In 1914, 
that fraud was so effective that not 
only most workers, but also most 
Marxists, supported their respective 
nation’s rush to war. Ever since then, 
governments have used war to defer 
class struggle and prevent revolution. 
But this strategy cannot last forever.

In all the commemorations for the 
centenary of World War I, it is unlikely 
that there will be many references to 
the huge strike wave that preceded the 
conflict. But this strike wave, known as 
the Great Unrest, created considerable 
insecurity among Britain’s elites. 
This was especially the case, as 
these strikes coincided with other 
disturbing social movements, such as 
the nationalist upsurge in Ireland and 
the increasingly violent campaign for 
women’s suffrage.

By the summer of 1914, workers 
were mobilising for what the left-
reformist commentators, Sydney and 
Beatrice Webb, called “an almost 
revolutionary outburst of gigantic 
industrial disputes”.2 The future 
prime minister, David Lloyd George, 
warned that if these industrial disputes 
coincided with the looming civil war 
in Ireland then Britain would face 
“the gravest [situation] with which 
any government has had to deal for 
centuries”.3 Another reformist author, 
HG Wells , claimed that Britain’s wage-
earners had “definitely decided not to 
remain wage-earners for very much 
longer” and he warned of “a series of 
increasingly destructive outbreaks … 
culminating in revolution”.4

Wells may have overstated what he 
called the “drift towards revolution”. 
But even Basil Thomson, the head of 
Britain’s political police, the Special 
Branch, seems to have shared Wells’ 
fears when he predicted that “unless 
there was a European war to divert the 
current [of unrest] we were heading 
for something very like revolution”.5

Whatever the situation in Britain’s 
empire, the “drift towards revolution” 
was certainly real in the Russian, 
German and Austro-Hungarian 
empires. Europe’s politicians and media 
could divert some popular discontent 
into nationalism, imperialism and 
masculinist militarism. But this only 
encouraged a situation in which, when 
confronted with inter-imperialist 
war in 1914, politicians on all sides 
felt unable to back down, fearing 
what Lloyd George called “national 
dishonour” and “shame”.

Britain faced no serious threat of 
invasion in 1914. Nevertheless, having 
seen the male youth of France and 
Germany rush to war, Lloyd George 
was very concerned that the British 
male should also act like a “real man”, 
so that Britain would not end up as 
“the only land whose children are 
not prepared to sacrifice themselves 
for [their nation’s] honour”.6 In a 
similar vein, the prime minister, 
Herbert Asquith, argued that “no 
self-respecting man could possibly 
have repudiated” Britain’s obligation 
to defend Belgium.7 Meanwhile, 
in Germany, kaiser Wilhelm was 
even more anxious not to be seen as 
‘unmanly’, insisting that “this time 
I shall not chicken out”,8 while his 
chancellor, Theobald von Bethmann-
Hollweg, said that for Germany to 
have backed down in 1914 would have 
meant “self-emasculation”.9

For these politicians, this defence 
of male honour, combined with the 
defence of their countries’ great power 
status, was crucial for maintaining 
respect and authority at home as well 

as abroad. No British politicians were 
as explicit as the Prussian conservative 
leader who said that “a war would 
strengthen patriarchal order” or the 
German military leader who said 
that a war was “desirable in order to 
escape from difficulties at home and 
abroad”.10 But, when war in Europe 
seemed inevitable, both Asquith and 
Churchill immediately saw it as a 
relief from domestic conflict - a way 
to “escape from Irish troubles”.11

Unfortunately, working class 
men also saw war as a way to both 
assert male honour and to give them 
a sense of purpose and community 
without having to make a revolution. 
Consequently, politicians like Lloyd 
George soon began enthusing wildly 
about the “new patriotism” that was so 
effectively motivating millions to fight 
and die for their governments rather 
than fighting to overthrow them.12

Of course, this counterrevolutionary 
strategy could only work as long as 
governments had a hope of winning 
the war. Failure to provide this 
hope, or to provide people with 
sufficient food, could easily create the 
conditions for revolution, and, as the 
war dragged on, working class women 
started protests and food riots right 
across Europe. Such protests were 
particularly effective in Petrograd, 
where female workers spread the idea 
of a general strike on International 
Women’s Day, 1917. On that day, 
March 8, hundreds of women dragged 
their fellow male workers onto the 
streets and in a few days the Russian 
tsar had abdicated and his regime had 
collapsed.13

Cynical
Fearing the spread of what he called a 
“new enemy, more dangerous than the 
Entente: international revolution”,14 
the Austrian emperor, Franz Josef I, 
immediately proposed ending the war. 
The German kaiser, however, was 
determined to keep fighting, fearing that 
if his government made peace without 
victory then that would only exacerbate 
any revolutionary tendencies.15

Lloyd George was equally 
concerned about his government 
making a peace without victory and he 
even claimed that, if conditions got any 
worse in Europe, then “revolution in 
France, England, as well as Germany, 
was about certain”.16 When mutinies 
broke out in the French army, the 
British government then felt compelled 
to launch the disastrous Passchendaele 
offensive in the hope that more 
refusals to fight could be “averted 
by a great [military] success”.17 So 
it seems that even if the need to hold 
back revolution was not a major 
reason for starting the war, it was an 
important reason for maintaining the 

slaughter. Indeed, general Douglas 
Haig was quite explicit about the 
counterrevolutionary purpose of the 
Passchendaele offensive, when he 
wrote that, if the Allies could win the 
war in 1917, “the chief people to suffer 
would be the socialists”.18

By 1918, the kaiser’s government 
was still determined to hold back 
revolution in Germany, so general 
Erich Ludendorff launched his own 
counterrevolutionary offensive. 
Fortunately, this offensive failed and 
refusals to fight became so widespread 
in the German army that Ludendorff 
called for an immediate armistice 
to contain any threat that retreating 
soldiers might “carry the revolution 
into Germany”.19 Lloyd George 
then agreed to uphold this armistice, 
seeing it as far preferable to any risk 
that “Germany may collapse and 
Bolshevism gain control”.20

Unfortunately, this cynical use 
of both war and peace to counter 
any threats of revolution was very 
effective and the workers’ revolutions 
in Germany and Russia were soon 
contained and repressed. However, 
a decade later, the unemployment 
and austerity of the Great Depression 
put European revolution back on the 
agenda. This situation then compelled 
the German capitalist class to revive 
the militarism and national unity of 
1914 by letting the Nazis take power.

Britain and the US still feared 
competition from a revived German 
imperialism. But they were hesitant to 
push their own reluctant populations 
into a repeat of the 1914-18 land war, 
with all its mutinies and revolutions. 
Consequently, they held back 
from invading France and, instead, 
prioritised the bombing and blockading 
of German civilians for much of World 
War II.21

By 1945, the two world wars had 
successfully decimated and redisciplined 
much of the world’s working class. The 
US and the Soviet Union then maintained 
this discipline by keeping the world in a 
constant state of cold war. However, by 
the 1960s, once they realised that the 
cold war was unlikely to lead to a nuclear 
war, workers became increasingly free 
of wartime discipline. American soldiers 
in Vietnam refused to fight and some 
even killed their own officers. US failure 
in the war, combined with widespread 
strikes, as well as black and feminist 
rebellions, then encouraged a growing 
anti-capitalist consciousness.

Western governments now had little 
choice but to roll back state provision 
and introduce mass unemployment in 
order to make workers think twice about 
going on strike. By relaunching the cold 
war in the 1980s, these governments 
were also able to rediscipline workers 
while, at the same time, maintaining 

investment in industry through massive 
military spending.

This whole counterrevolutionary 
strategy was, again, very successful. 
But it could not last. When the Soviet 
Union collapsed and the cold war 
ended, capitalist investors neglected 
industry in favour of finance. This led 
inexorably to the crisis of 2008, which 
in turn led to today’s economic policy 
of seemingly endless austerity. Such a 
policy has, so far, been very effective at 
demoralising and demobilising people. 
But, without a global confrontation on 
the scale of the cold war, it has little 
chance of long-term success.22

Throughout the 20th century, no 
government, whether fascist, Stalinist 
or Thatcherite, could successfully 
impose austerity on people without also 
distracting and uniting them through a 
constant state of war emergency. The 
cold war was ideal for this. But all 
attempts to revive the cold war in the 
21st century as the ‘war on terror’ have 
resulted in failure.

New great unrest
Despite the brutality of the invasions 
of Afghanistan and Iraq, international 
opposition did deter the US military 
from bombing people on the scale 
of the Korean and Vietnam wars. 
At the same time, however, the US 
population’s reluctance to sacrifice 
its soldiers compelled the US 
military to use a level of violence 
to protect its personnel that only 
increased opposition to the American 
presence. Unable to bomb people into 
submission or to win their support, US 
defeat was inevitable.

This defeat later helped to 
encourage the Arab spring uprisings 
across the Middle East. Unfortunately, 
counterrevolutionary repression and 
civil war have, so far, crushed these 
uprisings. But the US and other 
western governments still need to 
use troops on the ground to stabilise 
these counterrevolutions, and people’s 
reluctance to sacrifice any more 
soldiers makes that an extremely 
risky proposition. Unable to unite 
their populations around wars in Iraq, 
Iran or Syria - let alone Ukraine - 
western politicians are, instead, keen 
to commemorate the national unity 
and futile sacrifice of past wars in a 
desperate attempt to pretend that we 
really are ‘all in this together’.

With no concession to any historical 
truth, Barack Obama has praised 
the “profound sacrifice” that Allied 
soldiers made in 1914-18 “to fight 
and die for the freedom we enjoy”.23 
Meanwhile, David Cameron was so 
fixated on the idea of the “sacrifice” 
that British soldiers “made for us” that 
he used the word eight times in one 
commemoration speech.24 Fortunately, 

if Britain, with its strong military 
traditions, cannot tolerate the loss of 
179 soldiers in Iraq, then no western 
societies are likely to tolerate the 
“sacrifice” of vastly greater numbers in 
any new global war. Nevertheless, the 
western ruling classes are still hoping 
that people will agree to sacrifice their 
living standards in order to compete 
with workers in Asia and so, somehow, 
rejuvenate western capitalism.

Such a sacrifice, such a ‘race to 
the bottom’, would be less bloody 
than the inter-imperialist competition 
of 1914-18, but no less pointless. 
As in the early years of the Great 
War, people will go along with 
government propaganda for a while, 
but - eventually - they will realise that 
they are dying for nothing. Then it 
may only be a matter of time before 
we see something comparable to that 
of the Great Unrest. And, this time, 
our rulers will have serious problems 
containing any such unrest, because 
there is no easy way to divert people’s 
energies into war, as there was in the 
cold war - or in the Great War.

The British government’s desperate 
attempt to revive what Cameron called 
the “national spirit” by commemorating 
the monstrous slaughter of 1914-18 
is a good opportunity to expose the 
real history of capitalism and its 
counterrevolutionary wars l

See http://therealww1.
wordpress.com for information 
about future events and for 
more anti-war articles.
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While the NUM waged war ...
The Leninist was essential 
reading for all serious leftwing 
commentators - and for many a 
bourgeois journalist looking to 
parade themselves as ‘experts’ 
on the politics of the left in the 
1980s and 90s. Our forensic 
examination of the crisis of 
the Communist Party had a 
dual purpose. First, to provide 
the theoretical weapons for a 
revolution in the CPGB itself: 
“We were not engaged in a 

polite debate with the likes of 
Gordon McLennan and Nina 
Temple ... Open revolt and 
sweeping away the old regime - 
organisationally and politically 
- that was our slogan.”1

Second, as was clear to our 
comrades by the early 1980s, 
there simply was not the human 
material still available in the 
party to launch a successful revolt 
against the opportunists. Open 
struggle, we hoped, “would also 

have the most important effect of 
drawing new forces into the party 
from the working class, for the 
ideological struggle in the party is 
not the preserve of intellectuals, 
but the vital concern of the 
working class itself.”2

As we are seeing in this 
series, the miners’ Great Strike 
of 1984-85 was to provide 
some tantalising visions of 
how that perspective could 
be realised in practice. But, 

while we fought for the 
revolutionary renaissance of 
the party, the rotten apparatus 
of the ‘official’ CPGB 
responded to this strategic 
class battle either with - at 
best - dull routinism, or - in 
the case of the Eurocommunist 
trend - outright betrayal. If 
anything, it accelerated the 
ongoing putrefaction.

Almost instinctively, some 
of the better elements in 

the party found their way to 
The Leninist. (Personally, 
I broke from a brief, 
youthful dalliance with ‘left’ 
Eurocommunism). This 
article by Roger Freeman, 
published in August 1984, 
was based on a report 
that was made publicly 
available via official party 
publications. More, far 
juicier, stuff was to follow.

Mark Fischer

Myopic liquidationism
As the stakes in the class war 

were raised by dockers joining 
the miners in strike action and 

as Thatcher’s government considered 
the use of troops in the docks, the 
Euro/McLennan-dominated executive 
committee3 illustrated yet again its 
bankruptcy, and inability to break 
from tired routine. The class struggle 
clearly points its finger towards a 
decisive confronta tion with the Tories 
and the capitalist state, but comrade 
George Bolton4 in his lacklustre report 
on the political situation managed only 
to point to the finger itself.

Bolton’s report
Comrade Bolton’s commitment to 
reformist parliamentarianism en shrined 
in the British road to socialism5 means 
that for him victory in the unfolding 
struggle of the working class - fronted 
above all by his own members - would 
merely “help create conditions for 
defeat ing the Tory government at a 
general election well before 1988”. 
And what should replace the Tory 
government? Well, yes, of course, a 
Labour one. Oh yes, comrade Bolton 
says that it must carry out the “left 
politics of the labour movement”, 
but then the opportunists demanded 
the same from the Attlee, Wilson 
and Callaghan governments and that 
did not stop them being anti-Soviet, 
strikebreaking, and thoroughly imper-
ialist. Tenacity is one thing, but, comrade 
Bolton, you display nothing more than 
dogged and myopic opportunism.

And for those who think that short-
sightedness is confined to those factions 
that dominate the EC - let us allow 
ourselves a little detour. Let us have a 
look at comrade Andrew Murray’s regular 
feature in the Star6 and see what this self-
proclaimed supporter of the ‘hard left’ in 
the party (who incidentally has dissociated 
himself in writing from the alternative 
list circulated at the 38th Congress - 
unlike the majority of Straight Leftists7, 
who have refused) has to say about the 
likely results of today’s battles: “The 
greater likelihood,” he writes, is “that a 
victory for the miners will bring about a 
sweeping reapprais al of the government’s 
approach, possibly culminating [sic] in 
Mrs Thatcher’s replacement.”8

Perhaps we could suggest to 
comrade Murray that one day he plucks 
up the courage to scrape some of the 
encrusted muck of bourgeois tradition 
from his ‘Westminster window’.9 If 
he did he might catch a glimpse of the 
class struggle which rages outside the 
ever so refined but corrupting walls 
of parliament. It might then dawn on 
our comrade that the working class 
has no interest in simply changing the 
Tories’ “app roach”, or even electing 
in some dull general election a Labour 
government to replace it. In fact, 
comrade Murray, the working class 
has every interest in sweeping aside 
the Labour Party and the hallowed 
institution of parliament that is clearly 
so dear to your reformist heart.

But, for all his ‘hard left’ pretensions, 
comrade Murray is no different from 
the other opportunists in our party. Yes, 
they all want to see a victory for the 

miners. But the energies this releases 
must be kept within the safe banks of 
parliamentarianism and directed to 
changing Tory ‘policy’, and, come a 
general election, into supporting the 
narrow ambitions of that hater of working 
class militancy, Neil (‘I condemn picket 
line violence’) Kinnock.

But let us get back to the EC and 
comrade Bolton: for, while what he 
says about the aims of the miners’ 
strike says everything about his myopic 
parliamentary cretinism, what he says 
about the miners’ strike and the role 
of our CPGB says everything about 
his myopic liquidationism. He rightly 
declares the “full solidarity” of the 
party for the miners, but the role of a 
Communist Party is not only to provide 
solidarity, but tactical and strategic 
leadership. It was in order to provide 
this vanguard role that our party was 
brought into existence in 1920. And it 
is on this role that comrade Bolton and 
co fall flat on their faces. The decisions 
from the EC resulting from comrade 
Bolton’s report are at best tailist and 
at worst actually hamper the healthy 
growing politicisation and refreshing 
willingness of workers to use violence 
to advance their cause.

Low aims
By setting his aims at a “broad 
democratic alliance” which will force 
the Tory government “to change 
policy” comrade Bolton can propose 
the safest, most conservative tactics 
in support of the miners. He certainly 
has no intention of orientat ing today’s 
struggles in a revolution ary direction. 
Because of this he timorously asks: 
“Could the tele com workers switch off 
for a couple of hours on a given day, 
was a national half-day health service 
strike possible, or a miners’ version 
of the People’s March?” He even 
suggests that “other initiatives might 
be considered”. Taking up the lead 
from the fighting militant miners? No, 
you must be kidding. What comrade 
Bolton has in mind is local authorities 
“withdrawing finance from the police” 

- well, at least this does not suffer from 
doing anything Labourites haven’t 
already tried. But our comrade isn’t 
deterred: he goes on.

It “might be worthwhile consider-
ing” having some “progressive QC 
holding a tribunal” on police action 
against the miners, and even arranging 
“discussions” with white-collar 
unions about the miners’ strike and its 
consequences and, to cap it all, let’s 
have “concerts in aid of the miners”.

Let the bourgeoisie tremble, for the 
spectre of a tribunal hangs over them! 
Workers, unite ... and have “discus sions”!

This is miserable. What the working 
class needs now is a clear, revolution-
ary lead. Condemnation of police 
action is all very well, but what about 
workers’ defence corps? Solidarity 
with the miners is vital, but what about 
spreading the strikes, forcing the TUC 
to call a general strike in support of 
them and against all anti-trade union 
laws? And with the deep involvement 
of party members in the miners support 
committees, what about a perspective 
of transforming them into councils of 
action, as seen in 1926?

On these questions silence remains 
the rule. To proceed along these 
revolutionary lines is impossible for 
the right-opportunist functionaries 
and unthinkable for the dilettante 
petty bourgeois Euros. Opposed to 
the firm fighting line required of a 
vanguard party and proposed by the 
Leninists of the CPGB, they offer limp, 
routine solidarity and the parliament-
ary road, which has the appearance of 
leadership, but none of its burdens.

Thus, when it comes to the question 
of why the steelworkers refused to 
support their Triple Alliance allies, 
why the majority of miners in Notts 
are still working, comrade Bolton has 
little but trade union politics to offer. 
Doesn’t he understand that at the root 
of their lack of solidarity lies the very 
defence of one’s ‘own’ industry that he 
himself so determinedly champions? 
And by identifying workers’ interests 
with those of ‘their’ industry and 

‘their’ country lies not only disunity, 
but ultimately from the egg of social 
patriotism hatches the killing of 
worker by worker in imperialist war.10 
Only a decisive revolutionary position 
can win workers of all industries, of 
all countries, to see their interests as a 
unity. That is why we say to hell with 
the viability of capitalist industry, to 
hell with the interests of the capitalist 
nation. We say: begin with what the 
working class needs, not what the 
system can afford.

Morning Star
Buoyed up by their two candidates 
scraping home at June’s People’s Press 
Printing Society AGM,11 and claiming 
with some justification that if Glasgow 
had not been disenfranchised they would 
have got all their slate home - even if 
only by a nose - the EC decided to fight 
for a special meeting of the PPPS.

The fact that only six members of the 
EC voted against this, fully aware that 
there is a limit to the use of gerrymander, 
comrade Chater looks increasingly under 
siege in a Farring don Road fortress.12 
A fortress from which perceived fifth 
columnists (no pun intended) must be 
ejected. As a result comrades Matthews 
and Wainwright have been relieved of 
their lucrative little journalistic sidelines 
on the Star.

Faced with an EC full of confidence, 
the pro-Chater/Costello13 grouping is 
faced with a conundrum. Given the 
same balance of forces at the special 
meeting of the PPPS as at June’s 
AGM, not only will four members 
of the management committee who 
support Chater go, but so will comrade 
Chater himself. And if this happens 
how could the Euros be prevented 
from delivering their coup de grâce 
at the 1985 AGM? So what to do? Do 
a deal with the Straight Leftists? This 
would risk alienating many and driving 
them into the arms of the Euros. Split? 
This would end even more farcically 
than the NCP14 (we will be reviewing 
a Straight Leftist ‘samizdat’, For 
communist unity, which touches on 
this question, in our next edition).

Having no clear strategy, having no 
independent politics, having a leader-
ship which described the CPGB as an 
“outside body”, it is no wonder that 
there is confusion and division in the 
besieged camp. Fortunately a few have 
come to realise that the only principled 
way out is by breaking from the pro -
Chater/Costello grouping.

Marxism Today
The offensive by the EC against 
Farringdon Road, the continued 
haemorrhaging of party membership, 
above all the liquidationist politics 
of all opportunist tendencies, means 
that a large question mark looms 
ominous ly over both the Star and 
the party. Because of this comrade 
Martin Jacques is determined to take 
measures that will, he hopes, ensure 
that if all else is lost then his Marxism 
Today will survive. Of course, he 
doesn’t want to save his journal from 
the liquidationist flood in order to keep 
alive the flame of Marxism-Leninism. 

No, what he has his eye on is making 
sure that his neo-Fabian ‘think tank 
of the left’ has a future even if the 
Communist Party does not.

In order to force through his 
proposals comrade Jacques played 
the threat of resignation card - few 
members of the EC were prepared to 
call his bluff. As a result Farleigh Press15 
will now have to print his journal at 
vastly cheaper rates (in order to survive 
itself, Farleigh has turned to printing 
fruit labels). And Central Books16 
(that hotbed of censors) has found the 
profitable job of doing Marxism Today’s 
steadily increasing subscriptions taken 
away and given to the distributors of 
Punch. This blow against Central Books 
was despite the written submission of 
comrade Reuben Falber, who declared 
that “its existence is called into 
question” by such measures. Comrade 
Jacques won the day 25 votes to 10. 
With this and the moves towards greater 
financial autonomy agreed at the prev-
ious EC, comrade Jacques now has a 
Eurocommunist life raft in case the 
struggle to transform the CPGB into a 
‘pure’ Euro party leads to the ship itself 
going down.

What the growing party crisis shows 
is that we have been absolutely right in 
characterising all the opportunists as 
liquidationist. The miners’ strike, the 
battle over the Morning Star, the moves 
around Marxism Today, the tailism of 
Straight Left all prove it. Now genuine 
pro-party comrades should think long 
and hard, question past loyalties and 
ask themselves what our party and class 
need today. We think you will come to 
the conclusions of Leninism l
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Can commerce be ethical?
Ndongo Samba Sylla The fair trade scandal: marketing poverty to benefit the rich Pluto Press, 
pp208, £16

There has been very little discussion 
around the inadequacies of 
so-called ‘fair trade’ (FT). As 

Marxists, we know, from a theoretical 
standpoint, that capitalistic commodity 
exchange can never be ‘fair’, but how 
many of us can provide concrete 
examples of ‘fair trade’ failing those 
it is supposed to assist? How many of 
us know the cost of FT certification 
for producers in the global south? The 
answer is ‘not many’, and this work is 
therefore useful in providing extensive 
evidence on the failures of FT.

Sylla’s contribution, despite some 
shaky conclusions, to a debate few 
have participated in is invaluable and 
I cannot help but feel that Christine 
Haigh’s review, in Red Pepper, does 
a disservice to both Sylla and the Rosa 
Luxemburg Foundation, for whom he 
is a researcher. Haigh asserts: “Only 
the committed are likely to make it to 
the end”, as the text lacks a “narrative 
journey” (June-July 2014). This, 
however, is to misinterpret the aims 
of the book. Sylla’s objective is to 
initiate a debate and in order to do 
this a framework, foundations and a 
context upon which future debate can 
take place must first be established. 
On this score the book is successful.

Sylla, who worked as a consultant 
for  the FairTrade Labell ing 
Organisations (FLO) in 2010, begins 
his introduction by telling us that, 
while “the goal [of FT] is to make 
‘responsible’ a global system whose 
peculiarity is that is does not tolerate 
any ethical limitation” (p1), “the new 
advocates of the poor unknowingly 
work for the rich” (p5).

In chapter 1, Sylla addresses 
the historical inequalities of the 
international trade system. This 
chapter is crucial, as it underpins 
the various reasons why fair trade 
protagonists are still attempting to 
ameliorate a system that perpetuates 
and exacerbates inequality. Sylla 
argues that the accepted belief - that 
FT can address the global disparities in 
wealth between nations by encouraging 
specialisation in production - is a 
nonsense. He contends that ‘least 
developed countries’ (LDCs) are being 
marginalised, due to encouragement 
to specialise in a specific sphere of 
production, by “their low level of 
economic diversification ... and a 
dependency of export revenues” (p16). 
Forty-six of the world’s LDCs depend 
on primary products, such as food, 
oil and minerals, for at least 50% of 
their export revenue. This dependency 
becomes deeply problematic when 
we consider that from 1980 to 2009 
the relative proportion of global 
trade made up by primary products 
dropped, from 15% to 9%, while the 
proportion made up by manufactured 
goods increased. Sylla declares: “… in 
relative terms, the prices of agricultural 
products exported by LDCs dropped 
by 70%” from 1961-2001 due to the 
relative decline in demand (p17).

He argues that the advocacy of 
free trade as a method of economic 
equalisation is both hypocritical 
and goes against historical evidence 
- which demonstrates that most 
economic hegemons gained their 
supremacy through varying degrees 
of protectionism. I can think of three 
good examples of protectionist policies 
adopted by the British. From 1815-46 
the corn laws were employed to keep 
the price of corn artificially high, so 
as to protect the farming sector; in 
the 50 years following the industrial 
revolution the Navigation Acts were in 
place to guarantee a British monopoly 
when it came to trade with ports in 

the empire; and in 1705 the English 
passed the Alien Act, which placed an 
embargo on Scottish imports unless the 
Scots agreed to the 1707 Act of Union. 
These and other examples highlight the 
hypocrisy of developed nations, when 
they begin “preaching to the rest of the 
world the opposite of what made them 
successful” (p25).

Sylla states that the decrease in 
tariff barriers has been met with the 
imposition of “non-tariff barriers” 
(p26), such as quantitative quotas, 
sanitary standards, quality standards, 
etc. He uses the US African Growth 
and Opportunity Act (AGOA) as 
evidence that the advanced capitalist 
countries still avoid the free trade they 
claim to believe in. AGOA is supposed 
to ensure the free trade of a myriad 
of products between Africa and the 
US, but commodities such as milk, 
tobacco and sugar are excluded. The 
US also ensures that by subsidising its 
own domestic producers, to the tune of 
$252 billion from 2007-09, it maintains 
an artificial competitive edge over 
producers from the global south. It 
argues that the subsidies are designed 
to protect small farmers, but the truth is 
that 89% of them go to the 25% richest 
producers. Sylla concludes this chapter 
by informing the reader that “the 
United States collects more taxes on 
products coming from Bangladesh and 
Cambodia than on those from England 
and France” (p31). When we combine 
the information above with the fact 
that 50% of sub-Saharan Africa lives 
below the international poverty line 
of $1.25 per day, we can see why fair 
trade protagonists are motivated to 
try and change the international trade 
system - ‘Something must be done.’

Quality label
In chapter two the author provides 
a history of the FT movement and 
describes how it is organised. It was 
only in the 1990s that FT made the 
decision to (1) integrate itself within 
mainstream distribution channels and 
(2) introduce a quality label as opposed 
to its own line of commodities. Prior to 
this, most alternative trade approaches 
relied upon selling ‘ethical’ products 
in specialised (read ‘niche’) 
shops. This change of approach 
occurred because, as the doctrine of 
neoliberalism was implemented across 
the world, governments in the global 
south withdrew from the immediate 
sphere of production, creating both 
the space and the imperative to 

introduce a new method of stabilising 
prices. According to Sylla, “under 
the influence of neoliberalism, this 
alternative trade project was amended 
and integrated into a reformist 
framework that no longer shies away 
from ... working with the other great 
‘enemies’ of yesteryear” (p56).

The recent efforts to make FT 
accessible to ‘ordinary’ consumers, 
through integration into mainstream 
distribution channels and the 
implementation of large-scale 
sensitisation campaigns, has seen FT 
sales rocket. In the period 2004-11, 
they rose from €830 million to €4.9 
billion. FT’s marketing strategy has 
been a huge success - so much so that 
new labels are now trying to jump 
on the FT bandwagon. Sylla informs 
us that there are now more than 600 
labelling initiatives operating in the 
UK and that this has consequently led 
to a race to the bottom, in terms of 
quality, as each label wants to be seen 
by the large distribution channels as 
the cheapest and most convenient. An 
example of this would be the paltry 
standards the Rain Forest Alliance 
abides by when certifying coffee - only 
30% of a bag of coffee has to meet 
RFA standards in order to be awarded 
certification.

A more contentious part of FT’s 
modus operandi is the cost incurred by 
producers wishing to gain certification. 
For an association of less than 50 
producers to gain certification, a 
universal (and non-refundable) €1,430 
must be paid. It does not matter 
whether you operate in Mexico or 
Burundi - any association of less than 
50 producers must fork out. Indeed, 
charging a universal certification fee 
invariably means that the poorest 
producers from the poorest countries 
cannot afford to join the FT movement 
despite the fact they are the ones who 
are supposed to benefit from it.

Chapter 3 describes the existing 
controversies surrounding FT. Sylla 
begins by citing a report published 
by the Adam Smith Institute. This 
argues that FT exerts “moral pressure 
on consumers, who ... feel compelled 
to buy FT products” (p69). FT is all 
well and good if you are well paid; 
however, if you are on the minimum 
wage then you will hardly be in a 
position to buy commodities above 
market price. Another controversy 
surrounding FT is its willingness 
to cooperate with non-‘ethical’ 
companies. By certifying products, 

as opposed to distributors, FT allows 
for transnationals to sell a negligible 
number of FT commodities in order to 
enhance their public image. It is FT’s 
willingness to turn “a blind eye on the 
exploitation of producers and workers 
of the north by their ‘allies’ of large 
distribution and agrifood industry” 
(p80) which has seen it compromise 
some of its ‘key principles’.

In chapter 4 Sylla explains the 
limitations of FT. He brands it “an 
unsustainable response to poverty in 
the south, as it very much relies on 
the free-market logic” (p86). This 
opinion is evidenced by the fact that in 
2002 FT’s co-founders, Nico Roozen 
and Frans van der Hoff, stated: “FT 
operates on the free market and accepts 
its rules” (p87). This adherence to 
capitalist logic has seen FT claim itself 
to be a “fully-fledged trade”, which 
“must therefore adapt to ... the market 
as a whole” (p88).

This leads FT - and Sylla, as we 
will see later - to advocate increased 
efficiency as a means of enriching 
LDC producers. It is very true that if 
an individual producer can manage 
to expend less socially necessary 
labour time during production, then 
they will make a larger profit, since 
their commodities will still sell at the 
average market price (which is set 
by the average expenditure of labour 
time necessary for the particular 
commodity). If everyone becomes more 
efficient, however, then no additional 
surplus value can be generated, as 
the commodity’s value, based on the 
reduced labour time expended, will 
inevitably fall and so will its price. 
This drive towards efficiency cannot 
tackle trade inequality; it can only give 
an ever changing handful of producers 
a short-term competitive advantage 
until their competitors catch up.

Limitation
Perhaps the biggest limitation 
of FT is the way it calculates its 
‘minimum guaranteed price’. This 
is, essentially, the market price of a 
product, plus a 15% margin to cover 
‘sustainable production’ costs that 
the market fails to take into account, 
such as environmental depletion. 
This method abides by the logic of 
commodity fetishism, as it assumes 
all commodities have an objective 
inherent price, as opposed to an 
objective value. So the question is, 
‘What determines these prices?’ The 
answer is that, while prices tend to be 
pulled towards their value in the long 
run, it is the market that determines 
them in the short term. By accepting 
that each production input has an 
objective price, FT accepts the logic 
of the market.

Another criticism of the minimum 
guaranteed price is that is assumes “all 
the inputs used by the producers are 
purchased at conditions that include 
no form of exploitation” (p93). Sylla 
argues that to assume production 
is “ethical” or “unproblematic” is 
to “crystallise specific relations of 
domination” (p93) and this is reflected 
in FT’s pricing policy. Furthermore, 
the FT minimum pricing method is 
torn between maintaining affordable 
products for consumers and providing 
a means of subsistence for producers. 
If the minimum price is too high it 
will not find buyers in the marketplace 
and, although it is often higher than 
the market price, it does not provide 
a sufficient income for producers 
attempting to escape poverty. One 
must also consider that if producers 
cannot sell 100% of their products in 
FT markets then they must sell them in 

non-FT markets and accept the market 
price. This is problematic, as an FT 
producer has higher production costs 
than a non-FT producer, due to the 
quality hoops they must jump through. 
FT producers may receive more 
income per commodity than a non-
FT producer, but their costs are also 
higher. This leads Sylla to conclude 
this chapter with the statement: “FT 
protects producers and their families 
against extreme poverty rather than 
lifting them out of poverty” (p119).

Chapter 5 assesses the global 
impact of FT. It has disproportionately 
benefited the better-off developing 
countries. Due to the universal 
charge for FT certification, it follows 
that producers in less impoverished 
countries will be in a better position 
to afford certification than those in the 
LDCs. For example, in 2009 coffee 
accounted for 34% of Ethiopia’s 
export revenue, yet only three producer 
organisations held FT certification. In 
contrast to this, Peru had 57 FT-certified 
producer organisations, despite the fact 
that coffee accounted for only 2% of 
its export revenue. This leads Sylla to 
conclude that “Latin America enjoys a 
double benefit compared to Africa and 
Asia: namely that FT certification is 
less costly in its case and FT product 
markets are dominated by its main 
export products” (p131). He proceeds 
to declare that FT was created in a 
“Latin American context” (p136), in 
the sense that: (1) FT deals mostly 
with agricultural products (which 
account for 17.8% of Latin America’s 
export revenue, as opposed to 6.4% of 
Africa’s); (2) certification is relatively 
cheaper for Latin American producers; 
(3) big distribution channels in North 
America do not have to travel as far to 
reach Latin America as they would to 
reach Africa; and (4) Latin American 
producer organisations typically already 
possess the necessary organisational 
prerequisites to join the FT movement. 
Sylla states that if FT had been “born in 
the African context, it would probably 
have had a greater focus on mining or 
petroleum products” (p136). In other 
words, the main problem is an inherent 
anti-African bias, not the class system 
itself. 

So what is Sylla’s alternative 
to FT? He argues for Africans to 
“(re)introduce income stabilisation 
mechanisms. Beyond this, enhancing 
agricultural productivity should 
generally be encouraged” in order to 
“ensure food sovereignty and security” 
(p150). He also argues that nations 
must “regain the use of the regulatory 
powers they had delegated ... to 
private initiatives” (p151), and that 
“change must be driven from within 
the nation” (p152). Sylla states that 
this “control of economic processes” is 
“the cornerstone on which the poorest 
countries will have to build themselves 
up, as young nations aspiring to have 
their say in the global concert of 
nations” (p152).

After reading an excellent account 
of the horrors of ‘free trade’ and why 
FT, to put it mildly, is an inadequate 
remedy to global poverty, the reader 
cannot help but feel let down by 
Sylla’s unambitious and nationalistic 
conclusions - he clearly labours 
under the illusion that nations can 
somehow become self-sufficient in 
an increasingly globalised economy. 
However, although the solutions he 
puts forward are highly questionable, 
the fact remains that this is a useful 
work. It brings together existing 
evidence and arguments, in addition 
to introducing some new ones l

Robert Eagleton

Fair trade con



What we 
fight for

n  Without organisation the 
working class is nothing; with 
the highest form of organisation 
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist 
Party today. There are many so-
called ‘parties’ on the left. In 
reality they are confessional sects. 
Members who disagree  with  the  
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to 
gag themselves in public. Either 
that or face expulsion.
n   Communists operate 
according to the principles of 
democratic centralism. Through 
ongoing debate we seek to achieve 
unity in action and a common 
world outlook. As long as they 
support agreed actions, members 
should have the right to speak 
openly and form temporary or 
permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all 
imperialist wars   and occupations 
but constantly strive to bring 
to the fore the fundamental 
question - ending war is bound 
up with ending capitalism.
n C o m m u n i s t s  a r e 
internationalists. Everywhere 
we strive for the closest unity and 
agreement of working class and 
progressive parties of all countries. 
We oppose every manifestation 
of national sectionalism. It is an 
internationalist duty to uphold the 
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The  working  class  must  be 
organised    globally.    Without 
a global Communist Party, 
a Communist International, 
the struggle against capital is 
weakened and lacks coordination.
n Communists have no interest 
apart from the working class 
as a whole. They differ only in 
recognising   the  importance of 
Marxism as a guide to practice. 
That theory is no dogma, but 
must be constantly added to 
and enriched.
n Capitalism  in  its  ceaseless 
search for profit puts the future 
of humanity at risk. Capitalism 
is  synonymous with war, 
pollution, exploitation and crisis. 
As a global system capitalism 
can only be superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never 
willingly allow their wealth and 
power to be taken away by a 
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant 
methods objective circumstances  
allow to  achieve a federal republic 
of England, Scotland and Wales, 
a united, federal Ireland and a 
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial 
unions. Bureaucracy and class 
compromise must be fought and 
the trade unions transformed 
into schools for communism.
n Communists   are   champions 
of the oppressed. Women’s 
oppression, combating racism and 
chauvinism, and the struggle for 
peace and ecological sustainability 
are just as much working class 
questions as pay, trade union rights 
and demands for high-quality 
health, housing and education.
n Socialism  represents victory 
in the battle for democracy. It 
is the rule of the working class. 
Socialism is either democratic 
or, as with Stalin’s Soviet Union, 
it turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage 
of the worldwide transition 
to communism - a system 
which knows neither wars, 
exploitation, money, classes, 
states nor nations. Communism 
is general freedom and the real 
beginning of human history.
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Black square and full circle
Malevich exhibition, Tate Modern, Bankside, London SE1, £13.10 (ends October 26)

The Tate Modern’s retrospective of 
Kazimir Malevich’s work is the 
first in 30 years and the only one 

ever to be exhibited in the UK. It is an 
intriguing and thorough exploration 
of the Russian revolutionary artist’s 
career, not only in terms of his aesthetic 
influences and ideas, but also in relation 
to his artistic responses to the turbulent 
period in which he worked.

In room one of the exhibition, as is 
common in retrospective shows, we 
see the developing artist: the young 
Malevich of 1906-11. Here he is 
shown experimenting with a variety of 
painting styles: the influences of Monet, 
Cézanne and Gauguin are explicit. 
Though there are a few small pieces 
that explore traditional Indian artwork, 
most of this early experimentation is 
influenced by the French movements 
of the late 19th century.

As we move on to room two, we 
see Malevich beginning to establish his 
own style, inspired by the influences 
of western contemporary art, but 
with a distinctly Russian feel - the 
shapes simplified and the colours 
bold. There is a hint of the beginnings 
of constructivism. The subject is 
often characteristically Russian in 
theme, epitomised by the peasant - 
for example, The scyther (1911-12). 
In this painting, the shapes in the 
body are pared down and geometric 
- whereas the planes of the face, 
though simplified, contain detail. The 
background shows no perspective: 
it is painted red so that it appears to 
jump forward, conflicting with the 
figure, yet also contains a traditional 
floral pattern. It is an odd mixture of 
western influence, Russian tradition 
and … something new. In this period 
Malevich is beginning to use religious 
icons - a theme that runs throughout 
much of the exhibition - but it is their 
aesthetic rather than sacred content 
that interests him.

Room three explores cubo-
futurism. The dynamic sense of 
movement characterised by the Italian 
futurists, combined with the fractured 
perspectives of Georges Braque and 
Pablo Picasso, at first glance appear 
to be simply adopted wholesale by 
Malevich. On closer inspection the 
artist has transformed these styles into 
something more dynamic. He combines 
the futurists’ force of movement with 
a portrayal of the labouring figure, 
thus replacing the worship of the 
machine, and once more it is often 
the Russian peasant who is the subject 
- perhaps representing a rejection of 
the political ideology of futurism. 
This is, paradoxically, indicative of 
later Russian art movements, where 
the experimental film-makers of the 
1920s, such as Dziga Vertov, in their 
attempt to proclaim the future of 
art and industry (soviet power plus 
electrification!), idolise the machine - 
and depict the human body in harmony 
with the machine, almost as a part of it.

What is most striking about this 
period of Malevich’s work is his 
willingness to disregard the boundaries 
between abstraction and representation. 
Throughout the cubist compositions 
there are representational depictions of 
objects; in the futurist-inspired pieces 
there are clearly recognisable figures.

We begin to see the artist’s 
ideological development in room 
four. Here we are presented with 
the collaborative work between 
Malevich and others from different 
disciplines of the Russian avant-
garde of 1913. This collaboration of 
Russian futurists brought together 
painting, poetry, music and theatre 
in the common search for something 
completely new. Along with the poet, 
Aleksei Kruchenykh, and musician, 

Mikhail Matyushin, Kazimir Malevich 
produced a manifesto which called for 
language and rational thought to be 
‘dissolved’. This marks the beginning 
of Malevich’s ‘suprematism’ - the 
portrayal of ‘spiritual purity’ through 
simple geometric shapes - although he 
had not yet coined the term nor fully 
worked out the concept at this stage 
in his career.

We are shown examples of 
Malevich’s set and costume designs for 
the opera, Victory over the sun. The plot 
essentially describes a scenario where 
humanity has captured the sun, creating 
a new era in which time ceases to exist. 
The viewer can peruse the sketches 
for sets and costumes, comprised of 
structural forms and bold colour. The 
opera itself is projected in the adjoining 
room, where sculptural figures move to 
its tuneless, jarring score.

Next, we see Malevich’s response to 
the outbreak of war. Interestingly, there 
is a canvas entitled Black quadrilateral 
(1914), on which is painted a black 
rectangle. The work has since been 
x-rayed to show that underneath the 
abstract there originally had been a 
sketch showing an image of a horse 
and the words, ‘war’, ‘Berlin’ and 
‘peace’. But Malevich painted over 
the initial sketch before even a layer 
of dust had been allowed to settle on it.

Suprematism
Displayed in the next room is the 
famous Black square. The artist 
himself dated the work as 1913 (when 
he believed the initial concept for it 
began to take form), although it was 
most likely painted in 1915. The 
original is now so fragile that the 
versions on display at the Tate Modern 
were those painted in 1923 and 1929. 
Black square has become as significant 
a work, in terms of representing an 
ideological turning point in 20th 
century art, as Marcel Duchamp’s 
1917 ready-made Fountain. The 1923 
version of Black square is displayed 
alone. Surrounded by a white border, it 
represents both absence and presence. 
Zero hour. The work itself is oddly 
captivating and incredibly powerful 
on a purely aesthetic level.

Following on from this is the launch 
of suprematism. The Tate Modern 
has attempted to recreate Malevich’s 
1915 Petrograd exhibition, 0.10. The 
works here epitomise the suprematist 

concept and aesthetic - geometric 
shapes and bold colours. Some of the 
work’s titles play on the antagonisms 
between representation and abstraction, 
such as Boy with a knapsack, where the 
two coloured squares are arranged in a 
composition that could be interpreted 
as a figure carrying a load on his back. 
Intriguingly the second Black square 
(1929 version) is displayed across the 
upper corner of the room. In Christian 
orthodox homes, this was the place 
designated for religious icons. The idea 
may be to imbue the initial suprematist 
work with the spiritual concept of 
‘the beginning’ or perhaps it is just a 
provocative jibe at religion. (In another 
room there is a small painting of a cross 
with a white square occupying the space 
where Christ would traditionally be 
placed - this would suggest to me that 
the former interpretation was the intent).

Following the revolution of 1917, 
there was a change in Malevich’s 
suprematism and perhaps a hardening 
of his views. He writes off the artists 
of the past as mere “counterfeiters of 
nature”. Like many of the avant-garde 
at the time (in film, for example, the 
Cine-Eye manifesto), he believed the 
past had to be rejected - and replaced 
by something new and untainted.

In this year we see a move away 
from painting. Malevich questions the 
purpose of art within post-revolutionary 
society. He builds structural models 
with an architectural quality. The 
paintings that are produced begin to 
show a withdrawal from colour. True, 
the same coloured rectangles still 
feature on white backgrounds, but the 
colours are paler, dissolving from one 
edge into the white. In this way both 
colour and shape begin to fade. In the 
next series of paintings (1917-18), 
colour disappears completely, leaving 
ghostly canvases, such as White planes 
in dissolution (1917-18), where fading 
shapes merge into white.

By 1919, in the midst of the civil 
war, Malevich takes up a teaching post 
at the People’s School of Art in the 
small town of Vitebsk, founded by 
Marc Chagall. There he sets up the 
Unovis arts collective, which adopted 
the black square as its collective 
signature. After returning to Petrograd 
in 1922, Malevich continues to work 
for Unovis. The visual diagrams, or 
‘teaching charts’, that the artist used 
as part of his pedagogical approach 

are displayed, but little explanation 
is offered to the viewer, except that 
he was attempting to show the history 
of modern art and the relationship 
between colour and sound.

By 1928, as readers will know, 
Stalin had consolidated power and had 
implemented the first of the five-year 
plans. The avant-garde were treated 
with distrust and socialist realism 
was emerging as the only official art 
form. Malevich returns to painting. 
Not in the suprematist style, yet not 
in the style of socialist realism either. 
The iconic Russian peasant returns as 
the subject. The figures are faceless 
bodies on collective farms and the style 
similar to that of his work 15 years 
previously. The depiction of suffering, 
starvation and despair is apparent.

In the final room, we see Malevich’s 
last works. The paintings are similar 
to those found in room one. There 
is certainly a full-scale return to 
representational painting, though 
ironically these works are signed with 
a black square - an enduring defence 
of suprematism.

Whether this return to initial forms 
is a conscious response to the Soviet 
Union under Stalin, in the same way 
that suprematism was an avant-garde 
response to the revolutionary period, 
I cannot say. Perhaps the maturing 
man, or his maturing artistic style, led 
to the re-adoption of representation. 
Or perhaps it was simply the need to 
stay alive. Whatever the reason, it is 
to Malevich’s credit that he did not 
capitulate to socialist realism.

The retrospective is well displayed, 
with an impressive array of work 
brought together from around the globe. 
The information on display sets the 
context well without imposing on the 
artwork . Walking round the exhibition, 
the viewer is taken on a journey through 
the artist’s life and career - as well as 
through Russian and Soviet politics 
from the 1905 avant-garde to the 
entrenched Stalinism of 1935.

In many ways the artwork comes 
full circle, but it clings on to aspects 
of the suprematist ideology. Yet in the 
final works there seems to be a sense 
of loss - both for the suprematist 
vision and for the possibility of a 
different society. As a retrospective, 
it is inspiring, dynamic, forceful and 
at times deeply moving l

Sarah McDonald

Black suprematic square (1915)
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Libya 
descends into 

total chaos

No 1022 August 7 2014

Judge it by results
Despite the cover provided by various social-imperialists, British and French intervention has produced 
hell on earth, argues Eddie Ford

As the fighting intensified last 
week between rival militias 
in Tripoli, British embassy 

officials fled the capital - not on the 
skids of helicopters, but rather under 
naval protection. The embassy is being 
“temporarily” relocated to the safety of 
Tunisia. A few days earlier, on July 29, 
the foreign office issued a statement 
saying Britons should leave the 
country “immediately”. Meanwhile, 
British Airways suspended all flights to 
and from Tripoli: obviously not risking 
another Malaysia flight MH17. Then, 
on August 4, the HMS Enterprise 
evacuated over 100 people, mainly 
British, to Malta in what was called 
an “assisted departure” - the foreign 
office warns, however, that it will be 
unable to provide more such assistance 
to distressed nationals from now on.

Seeing the writing on the wall, 
most western countries, including the 
United States, have already withdrawn 
their diplomats from Libya. At the end 
of July, in almost Hollywood fashion, 
military officials drove US diplomats 
at breakneck speed across the border 
into Tunisia, using F16 fighter jets for 
air cover. It must be nice to be loved. 
Needless to say, Tripoli international 
airport has been closed after clashes 
between two rival brigades of former 
anti-Gaddafi fighters - one established 
by the outgoing parliament and one 
controlled by the defence ministry. 
Anarchy reigns and hundreds have 
been killed. There are chronic fuel 
and power shortages. At the same 
time, Islamist militias have overrun 
several army bases in the eastern city 
of Benghazi, the centre of the 2011 
revolt against Muammar Gaddafi.

Showing the seriousness of the 
situation, Egypt is now worried by 
the spiralling violence taking place in 
its western neighbour. For instance, 
last month 21 Egyptian soldiers were 
killed near the border with Libya; 
and violence broke out on August 1 
at the border crossing of Ras Jdir, as 
police fired tear gas to stop a group of 
Egyptians trying to storm the border in 
their desperation to escape. Amr Moussa, 
Egypt’s former foreign minister and ex-
secretary-general of the Arab League, 
expressed the fear on August 3 that 
“statelets, sects and extremist factions” 
in Libya “directly threaten Egypt’s 
national security” - in which case, he 
added, “we have to exercise our right 
to self-defence”. Moussa’s prominence 
and closeness to president Abdel Fatah 
el-Sisi, the former head of Egypt’s armed 
forces, has fuelled speculation that some 
sort of Egyptian military intervention 
in Libya is being considered. As for the 
new Libyan parliament, the House of 
Representatives, only elected in June - it 
was due to convene in Tripoli on August 
4, but was forced to switch to Tobruk 
because of the worsening violence.

Libya is rapidly becoming another 
failed state, with ‘Made in the west’ 
stamped all over it. Imperialist 
representatives may have promised 
freedom and democracy, but they are 
no longer willing even to remain in the 
country. A real vote of confidence. If 

privileged embassy officials felt they 
had to get out quick, just imagine what 
life must be like for ordinary civilians - 
pure hell on earth. Just like Iraq, oddly.

Mad dog
Remember the non-stop propaganda 
three years ago about the monster, 
Gaddafi? A demon, a man who would 
stop at nothing to keep himself in 
power (we shall leave aside for now 
the fact that he had previously been 
regarded as an “important ally” in the 
global ‘war on terror’). How the west 
had to intervene and set up ‘no fly’ 
zones in order to save the inhabitants 
of Benghazi, for example, from being 
butchered almost to the very last man 
or woman.

Such was the terrible urgency of the 
situation, declared president Barack 
Obama in a March 2011 address, that 
“if we waited one more day” then 
Benghazi “could suffer a massacre that 
would have reverberated across the 
region and stained the conscience of 
the world”.1 Similarly, in a joint letter 
dated April 15 2011, Obama, David 
Cameron and Nicolas Sarkozy asserted 
that only by “responding immediately” 
had they prevented a “bloodbath” that 
Gaddafi had “promised to inflict on the 
citizens” of the besieged city.2 Hence 
the desperate need for United Nations 
resolution 1973, giving the green light to 
western military intervention, ostensibly 
to ‘protect’ innocent civilians.

All total bullshit, of course. 
Communists, it goes without saying, 
opposed the Gaddafi regime. But 
we rejected the west’s anti-Gaddafi 
propaganda. There is absolutely no 
evidence whatsoever that Benghazi 
would have suffered such a fate. Even 
Soliman Bouchuiguir, secretary-general 
of the Libyan League for Human Rights, 
who made the claim of an impending 
massacre at the UN, later admitted he 
had nothing to go on except the words 
of dubious Libyan oppositionists. With 
regard to Gaddafi’s “no mercy” warning 
or promise, that was just the standard 
overblown rhetoric you would expect 
from a demagogue in such a situation 
- and it obviously only applied to the 
rebels anyway, not ordinary citizens, 
as noted at the time by The New York 
Times and other more rational journals.

So much for the imperialist myth 
of the ‘mad dog’, Gaddafi. On the 
other hand, if we look at what actually 
happened rather than imagine what 
might have happened, anti-Gaddafi 

forces in Tripoli and Benghazi 
engaged in numerous revenge killings 
- including the wholesale slaughter 
of black Libyans and Sub-Saharan 
African migrants with a distinctly 
racist undertone (all ‘mercenaries’ 
presumably, who deserved their 
gruesome fate).

But none of this stopped British and 
French fighter bombers from effortlessly 
annihilating retreating columns that 
included trucks and ambulances, and 
was quite clearly not a force that could 
have occupied Benghazi in any real 
sense, let alone wipe it off the face of 
the planet.3 The Anglo-French ‘no fly’ 
zone had nothing to do with ‘protecting’ 
civilians or preventing massacres: it 
was about blasting the other side to 
kingdom come and securing western 
hegemony. And it is worth mentioning 
the transparent lie that a ‘no fly’ zone 
had to be imposed because Gaddafi was 
using his air force to bomb “his own 
people” - this all came straight from 
the Iraqi copybook for the demonisation 
of Saddam Hussein. Yet again it 
turned out to be pure fabrication, 
but an important one, since the idea 
of atrocities carried out from the air 
formed a central plank of the case for 
foreign military intervention. Beyond 
contempt, however, was the talk about 
Rwanda-style “genocide”, the word - 
and concept - hideously twisted to act 
as a trigger for imperialist intervention, 
invoking the UN’s doctrine of the 
‘responsibility to protect’, and so on.4 
Complete hypocrisy.

None of this can disguise the fact 

that western intervention in Libya was 
a total failure, even on its own terms. 
Doubtlessly imperialism dreamed of 
creating a ‘stable’ Libya, but it has 
in reality created the exact opposite: 
chaos threatens regional stability - 
not to mention the damning fact that 
various Islamist forces, when they are 
not fighting each other, are on the verge 
of taking over Benghazi and perhaps 
the entire country (insofar as Libya can 
still be described as a country at all).

Peace bombs
Yes, the Libyan intervention was 
supposed to show the civilising 
influence of  western power. 
Anglo-French bombs bring peace. 
Apparently, a very dead Gaddafi - 
his bloody corpse on public display 
in a cold storage unit - heralded 
peace, prosperity and a “strong and 
democratic future”, at least according 
to David Cameron. A job well done. 
Grotesquely, Cameron and Sarkozy 
paraded around Tripoli pretending to 
be ‘liberators’.5

Well, the Libyan nightmare 
unfolding before us is the answer to that 
- and to those on the left who supported 
imperialist intervention, either as a 
‘lesser evil’ or a positive good in its own 
right. Hence we have the usual social-
imperialist suspects in the shape of the 
Alliance for Workers’ Liberty, which 
at the time (as part of an attack on the 
essentially principled position of the 
Stop the War Coalition and Socialist 
Workers Party) told us in a headline to 
“have no illusions in west, but ‘anti-
intervention’ opposition is abandoning 
rebels” - before going on to argue: “But 
what issue of principle should make us 
demonstrate against the one thing which 
might prevent untold slaughter, prevent 
Gaddafi’s immediate bloody victory, 
and therefore a crushing defeat for the 
wave of revolutions?”6

In other words, the AWL was 
actively promoting illusions about 
the progressive role of imperialism 
- made even clearer when it argued 
that socialists “should not denounce 
intervention in Libya”, but actually 
support the west’s “limited police 
action” to stop the “immediate full-scale 
massacre” that Gaddafi “threatened to 
inflict on his opponents”.7 This was 
to commit exactly the same folly as 
in Iraq, where the AWL believed that 
imperialism would somehow create a 
‘breathing space’ for the development 
of independent working class forces.

Nor should we forget Gilbert Achcar, 
who wrote in relation to Libya: “Every 
general rule admits of exceptions. 
This includes the general rule that 
UN-authorised military interventions 
by imperialist powers are purely 
reactionary ones, and can never achieve 
a humanitarian or positive purpose” - 
meaning that Achcar supported (or 
refused to oppose, in AWL-speak) UN-
authorised ‘humanitarian intervention’.8 
Giving the game away, Achcar posited 
the hypothetical question - “just for 
the sake of argument”, of course 
- that if we could step into a time 
machine and “go back to the period 
immediately preceding the Rwandan 
genocide”, would we then “oppose a 
UN-authorised, western-led military 
intervention deployed in order to 
prevent it?” Many would say, he 
commented, that such an intervention 
“risks making a lot of victims” - but 
“can anyone in their right mind believe 
that western powers would have 
massacred between half a million and 
a million human beings in 100 days?”

His conjecture is entirely based, 
of course, on the standard but false 
narrative that the western powers are 
active agents against slaughter. Tell 
that to the people of Gaza. In reality 
imperialism everywhere is part of the 
problem, if not the problem.

Communists remain steadfastly 
opposed to all imperialist interventions 
and adventures - they can serve no 
progressive purpose. It should be 
more than obvious that any western 
involvement in so-called ‘hot spots’ 
serves only imperialist interests and 
thus stands in direct opposition to those 
of the working class l
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